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DEAR READERS

November is of course Poppy time!
Once again we are supporting the
Royal British Legion by asking
our advertisers and groups to
donate to our appeal and we have
put an official Poppy logo on their
advert or header in recognition of
their support. Please see page 22
for more details. We appreciate all
the support once again, especially
in these difficult financial times,
but we have raised over 900€ again
this year.
If any of our readers would like to
contribute to this worthy cause, our
office at Camposol will be happy to
take your donation which we will
pass on to the Royal British Legion
with the rest of the donations
collected or we can give you the
RBL bank details for a bank transfer.
We are very sad to announce the
closure of all DFS Spain shops.
Paul and his team at San Javier have
given many customers excellent
service over the years and they will
be sorely missed. Good luck to all
of them for the future.
Despite the present economic
climate, businesses are working
hard and our advertisers are
pleased with the responses they
get every month. They know that
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the new magazine will be delivered
by the first of each and every
month, (unless there is a National
Holiday), so they are guaranteed
a full month’s advertising. If you
would like to join our successful
advertisers, please call us on 619
199 407.
Please welcome the following
new/returning
advertisers
for
November:

THANK YOU
TO OUR

CONTRIBUTORS
Adrian & Dawn Leyland Bridge –
History Snippets

A H Rhea’s Book
Bar Hakuna Matata
Fresh Upholstery Cleaning
Global Solar Power

Andy Hurrell – Disease
Management

We would also like to thank all of
our Contributors who send in such
interesting and diverse articles
each month, making the Costa
Cálida Chronicle the most read,
free magazine in the area. Enjoy
this month’s magazine and we look
forward to a great Christmassy
edition next month.
If you have any events that you
would like to advertise, get in touch
with our sales team in plenty of
time as space will be limited.

Corinne/The Beauty Palace Corinne’s Column

Stay safe and warm.
From the Costa Cálida Chronicle
team.

Ashlí Miréla - Health & Wellness

Jane Cronin – Learning Spanish
Martin O’Hanlon – Birding in Murcia
Norma Harris - Norma’s Rail Trip
Rainbow Satellites – TV News
Sara Millbank - Ma Millbank
Shaun Matthews – Camposol
Explorers
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costacalidachronicle@gmail.com
www.costacalidachronicle.com
www.costacalidachronicle.com/
articles-main/costa-calida-chronicleblog/
Our office address is:
Calle Jara,
Camposol B,
Mazarrón,
Murcia 30875
FIND US INSIDE ANOTHER WORLD
PROPERTIES ON CAMPOSOL B.
Office Opening hours:
Tuesday 10am-2pm
Wednesday 1.30pm-5.30pm
Thursday 10am-12pm (by appointment
only)
Payments can also be made in our office
on
Monday-Friday 10am - 4pm
If you would like to place an advertisement
or write an article to be included in the
Costa Cálida Chronicle, then please send it
to us costacalidachronicle@gmail.com
To our advertisers.
If you have sent an email to the CCC and
NOT received any acknowledgement then
you can assume that we have not received
it.
In line with our customer service policy we
always reply to every email even if it is just
a short note to say “got it”.

Costa Calida Chronicle
Price List - All Prices are excluding IVA

Full Page

Half Page

Size of advert

19cm wide
26,5 cm high

x 19cm wide
13,1cm high

Full Colour

250,00€

135,00€

Quarter Page

x 9,3cm wide
13,1cm high

85,00€

Medium

Small

Business Card

x 12,6cm wide x 6,25cm wide x 9,3cm wide
8,7cm high or 8,7cm high
5cm high
6,25 wide x 17,5
cm high
75,00€

45,00€

x

40,00€

To advertise with us contact Sales on 619 199 407 or email us on costacalidachronicle@gmail.com
DISCLAIMER
Whilst the CCC are happy to accept monthly reports from the various organizations in the area, the articles printed are not necessarily
the opinions of the editor or publisher and the contents should be viewed as a guideline only. Professional advice should be sought
to cover any information printed therein. Advertisements and reports are not formally endorsed by the CCC. We cannot accept
responsibility for advertisers’ works, service or goods. The publishers endeavour to ensure the contents are correct, but cannot accept
responsibility for the effects of errors or omissions.
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If you are an existing customer and you have some Business News that you would like to
share with our readers then why not email it to us to be included on our Business News page.
Please keep your news to about 100 words and send us an email by 15th of the month,
to costacalidachronicle@gmail.com with Business News in the subject box.
Airport parking contracts with
meet & greet service at Alicante
or Corvera Murcia with Airpark
Murcia & Alicante, start from just
35€/week or just 285€/year. This
includes unlimited transfers with
no additional charges! Their usual
services are available including
servicing,
ITV’s,
repairs
and
valeting whilst you are away; all at
competitive prices!
Please
book
early
to
avoid
disappointment!
Dave, Jayne, Ali, Marc and team!!
Tel 618 806 989

Fresh Upholstery Cleaning will
make your sofas, mattresses, carpets,
rugs and other soft furnishings fresh,
clean and nice to be near again.
They offer a friendly, professional
service with industrial equipment,
visiting anywhere you pick up this
magazine in the Costa Cálida area.
For a quote or just advice, call or
WhatsApp Billy on 632 167 543

Bar Hakuna Matata, La Manchica
- where quality, value and a warm
welcome are on the menu as well as
a great choice of tasty food. Sunday
lunches (Vegan option), Tapas Day
on Tuesday and Thursdays, Friday
Fish Feast (gluten free batter by prior
booking), Home Made Pies, Wraps
and Vegetarian Options.
Check out our advert for Christmas
& New Year events.

Take the first step towards the
future and save on fuel with
Renault’s E-TECH range. Choose
a rechargeable hybrid and get the
benefits of two types of engine in
one car! Drive around the city in full
electric mode and at the push of a
button, switch to the combustion
engine for longer trips!
Visit Automociones Ureña in
Puerto de Mazarrón to chat about
their selection of Renault’s hybrid/
plug-in hybrid vehicles.
Tel 968 153 838

Tel: 711 001 843

VOTE VOTE VOTE
If you’re reading this before the deadline
of 7th November, there’s still time to vote
for the two projects put forward as part
of the bidding process for Council funding,
Please don’t miss the opportunity to
increase Camposol facilities. Detailed info
is contained on the website but here is a
summary:

fitness area and two table tennis tables
installed. This would expand existing
facilities and add to the sports and leisure
facilities on Camposol.

Project one is to create a dog exercise area
so that dogs and their owners can exercise
their dogs in a safe and secure area.

Voting is easy - go onto your internet and
log on to: mazarron.governalia.es/
propuestas

Project two is aimed at encouraging
Camposol residents to adopt a healthy
lifestyle and would see an exercise trail,

Register (you will need your NIE number
and be on the padron to do so).
Vote for the two proposals. You have three
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votes, but can only vote once for a project.
At the time of publishing this appeal, both
projects are in serious contention. Your
vote is vital to secure top spot(s)

The bids are the result of partnership
working between Sector D Community
and Gardening Group, Camposol Free
Community
Sports,and
Camposol
2025.
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We’re so happy! Macario, the donkey, has
been adopted by a neighbour. His owner’s
health is not great, but if he recovers he
will be able to visit him occasionally, take
him a treat and give him a stroke and a
scratch.

and
we’ve
had
more
c h i l d r e n
book in than
expected.
It’s
an
educational
movement
that
we’ve
called Cavalli
Club and it
is similar to
the Scouts,
Pony Rangers
Cavalli Club Kids
or Brownies.
Kids are loving their pony badges!
For information about our activities,
keep your eyes on our website www.
cavallifoundation.org, on our Facebook
page and Instagram or you can Whatsapp
.psd

or call us on 0034 636 172 198
Our
email
address
is
cavallifoundation.org

info@

Donations
If you would like donate to Cavalli
Foundation via bank transfer:
ES26 1491 0001 2720 5929 3726
Swift code TRIOESMMXXX
By Facebook - press on the ‘donate’ button
Via Paypal or make a telephone donation
via Bizum 636172198
Please contact us if you would like to be a
Cavalli Foundation volunteer. We and all
the animals would be very grateful for your
help and generosity.

Pony and horses looking for a home
.psd

We’ve now been contacted by a family that
can’t take care of 2 gelded horses and a
stallion pony. Their son, who used to care
for them, had an accident and no-one
can look after them any more. If anyone
is interested in giving them a new home
please contact us.
Autumn
Therapy
sessions
h a v e
started
again
Valkiria Nº
3 with the
women from
the Alhama
C a v i ,
(victims of
domestic
violence)
and
Early
R i d i n g
Nº 5 with
Therapy session with
the
small
Nerea and Marta
children
from Alhama Social Services.
These
programmes are having great success and
will be running until the end of this year.
.psd

A cat was
rescued from
a busy road
in El Palmar
and brought
to
Cavalli
definitely
a
lost
or
disorientated
house
cat.
We’re putting
posters
up
where
the
Stray cat looking for
cat was found
his family
and we are
sharing the story so hopefully we will find
the owner soon.
.psd

We started a new activity during October
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The Grass Is Always Greener.
In the 1980’s, seven pounds a day for
twelve hours was not great.

7am - Transit around collecting dead
animals; Gazelles, Zebras and always
Monkeys among the dead. After the
corpses, the toilets, Cattle heads for the
Lions to chase later and a sack of potatoes
to be peeled and boiled for the Elephants.
This was all before the Safari-Park was
open to the public. Once open, my job was
to keep the free-ranging animals and the
free-ranging public apart without incidents
leading to insurance claims.
Around 7pm the animals were corralled
back to their enclosures and fed. For
reference; to lead an Elephant, simply hold
a stick horizontally in front of it and it will
wrap its trunk around the stick and follow.
Not sure what you do if it doesn’t! Once
penned, the two Elephants were held by
a chain as they had tusks and both bore
scars from previous skirmishes. We put
a pile of ‘tatties’ at the sharp end, but
obviously the other Elephant had more to
eat, so immediately the food arrived their
trunks crossed to the other’s pile of food
and they ate the neighbour’s entire meal every day! Strangely one of the jobs each
morning was to remove a similarly-sized

Camposol Property Sales may be a new
name on Camposol (established in 2017),
but listing and selling properties is not.

Their aim is to offer you excellent service
on a bespoke level for Camposol and
surrounding area as their experience and
knowledge of Camposol is second-to-none.
Lee has built his reputation on honesty
and listening to his clients’ needs, with
many clients returning, or recommending
Camposol Property Sales to their family
and friends for buying and selling, which in
itself speaks volumes.

Lee has been living on Camposol for 11
years and has been working in real estate
in Spain for over 9 years, 5 years under
the Camposol Property Sales name. The
previous years were with a partnership, but
as of July this year Lee has been working
on his own.
C a m p o s o l
Property
Sales
pride
themselves
on listening to your
needs
and
using
that to find the best
property
available
within your budget.
They offer a one-stop
service where they
will help and support
you throughout every
stage of the buying
process to make it all
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pile from the floor at the blunt end of each
Elephant and wheel-barrow it into a skip.
While doing this, the now loose Elephants
tried to nudge the wheel-barrower into the
skip. What fun!
1 Timothy 6 v 7-9…”for we brought nothing
into the world, so that we can take nothing
out of it; but if we have food and clothing,
we will be content with these, but those
who want to be rich fall into temptation and
are trapped by many senseless and harmful
desires that plunge people into ruin and
destruction.” Contentment indeed?
REMEMBER We Are Now HYBRID!
You can join us on Zoom on any Sunday
Morning at 11am Spanish Time and 10am
UK Time, or come along to our house and
join us there in person; just 20 minutes
from Camposol, Alhama, Fuente Alamo and
30 minutes from Puerto de Mazarrón. Give
Ken a call for directions.
A worship service with a difference.
ZOOM ID 858 0435 5966
PASSWORD Sharing (Note …capital ‘S’)
All are really welcome. Feel Free.

a lot less stressful for you, the customer.
Camposol Property Sales are friendly,
hard-working and honest.
Camposol Property Sales work with their
clients.

For vendors Camposol Property Sales
offer a monthly email update regarding
viewings and condition of property: eg rain
damage, overgrown weeds etc - all things
that can put potential buyers/sellers off.
This is even more important with holiday
homes.
Camposol Property Sales also give
yearly market analysis, predictions for the
market ahead and suggestions of how to
achieve a better chance of achieving a sale.
Contact Camposol Property Sales on
631 484 511
Pop into their business on Camposol B.
See their advert on page 2 in this month’s
Costa Cálida Chronicle.
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Past Simple Tense – ir and ser
There are enough irregular verbs in the
Simple Past Tense to keep us going for a
good long while, but it doesn’t make sense
to go through all of them. That is what
you have that big verb book for - and you
thought it was to prop up your sideboard!
However, a few more verbs would be useful.
So far, we have tackled dar (to give) and
hacer (to do/to make) which allows us to
ask a key question: “¿Qué hiciste ayer?”
“What did you do yesterday?”
Absolutely basic is the past tense form of
the verb “ir” - to go. Believe it or not in
some tenses this verb manages to behave
itself, but in the Past Simple it simply
runs riot. There’s really no excuse at all!
The only redeeming feature being that it is
used so commonly some of it should stick
eventually.

of ‘to go’). Here are some examples, just
to make sure you’re with it:
Fui a la tienda. - I went to the shop.
Fuimos en tren. - We went by train – not
to the shop.
These are disconnected examples.
¿Adónde fuisteis? - Where did you
(plural) go?
Notice that in this example the word
meaning ‘where’ is actually ‘where to’ –
adónde. When you hear native Spanish
speakers say this, they sometimes either
miss the ‘a’ out, or give it very little
emphasis so that it sounds like ¿Dónde
fuiste? This is a bit like us say Where
d’you go? instead of Where did you go?
which we would probably assure foreigners
that we always say.

Before we go any further, here it is:
fui
fuimos
fuiste fuisteis
fue
fueron

Ir is very often used in the reflexive form
irse (to go away).
The difference in
meaning is sometimes rather slight, with
the reflexive form adding emphasis. Me
fui a casa a las doce. - I went off home
at 12 o’clock.

All of these words can be translated by
‘went’ (which incidentally is a very strange
word in English ‘to have’ as the past tense

Now comes the other really strange thing
about the past simple of ir, which is that
it is identical to the past simple of ser.
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“How can this be?” I hear you ask. Well,
it’s really simple (haha) and impossible to
confuse. By way of illustration; earlier on
I was listening to a song I like very much
which contains these lines:
Si alguna vez fui bello y fui bueno
If I was ever beautiful and good
Si alguna vez fui sabio en amores
If I was ever wise in love
Si alguna vez fui un ave de paso, lo
olvidé pa’ anidar en tus brazos
If I was ever a bird passing over, I forgot
this to nest in your arms.
Now you can see the sort of stuff I listen
to while I’m working, but the point is that
you would never mistake the word fui here
for went. It has to mean was from the verb
ser. We could elaborate on this more, but
time is up for this month.
The song, incidentally, is Lucía by one of
my idols Joan Manuel Serrat.
Jane Cronin’s ‘Step by Step Spanish’
articles are available as e-books at www.
janecronin.eu where you can also obtain
Jane’s ‘Step by Step Internet Spanish
Course’.
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Retired minister draws upon his
experience in Church life and publishes
new romantic novel about retirement,
bereavement and finding love again.
Author A N Drew has published his new book
Sacred Memoirs of a Retired Failure
with The Conrad Press. The book is a love
story with an unusual take on retirement
and bereavement which many will have
experienced.
The author explains, “I wanted to write
about how retirement can be a new episode
in life, challenging and exciting. Retirement
is hard work if it is to be successful. I was
concerned about how retirement, coupled
with recent bereavement, can cause
extreme loneliness; a huge hole which seems
impossible to fill. The main character, Doug,
is on his own and cannot find happiness, or
even fulfilment. He wishes to hide his past

Cost of living rise – time for self help!
In this very unsettling period where the
increases in cost of living are having an
impact on most people, it would be wise
to just take a look at your own finances.
The best course of action is to be kind to
yourself. All the most worthwhile things in
life are achieved through consistent, small
actions – actions that can be turned into
habits and gradually give form to our, as
yet, unachieved goals. Practice a little every
day and mountains can be moved; so why
should personal finance be any different and
what are the best habits to adopt?
Learn how to budget
There’s a great deal of power and security
in knowing exactly how much is coming in
and going out of your personal account on
a monthly basis. It’s so much easier to stick
to a budget when you have a tight grasp on
your outgoings. This doesn’t have to be a
complicated affair; no need for spreadsheets
or hundreds of graphs. Simply knowing how
much you are spending on basics like food,
accommodation, transport and utilities will
give you a good idea of how much you have
left over to play with when the essentials
are covered. That will allow you to allocate
funds to those areas that might otherwise
get neglected.
Savings
One of the most powerful habits you can
get into, saving monthly from as early on in
your career as possible, is the best way to
build up your nest egg for the future. Once
you have budgeted for all other outgoings, a
direct debit into a savings account is a great
way to ensure you’re not tempted to spend
what might otherwise be put away for the
future.
Check-in with your financial advisor
If you are already working with a professional
advisor, then it’s worth scheduling a regular
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and feels his career was a failure.”
As this remarkable book shows, both in
an entertaining and enlightened way,
retirement is a life challenge in itself. The
busy hub of life is ended and there is time to
evaluate. If recent bereavement is added to
the equation, contemplating the future may
be almost unbearable.
A N Drew continues, “I have many issues
with Churches and how badly some people
are treated. I ask the question “Where is
love?” As I thought about these issues, it
seemed a good idea to write a novel about
a man who for almost 40 years had obeyed
the rules and ‘played the game’. The main
character is a retired vicar who is almost
ashamed of his past, who feels a failure and
is desperately seeking to find some meaning
in his retirement.”
Anyone approaching or struggling with

appointment to see how things are going
and to update them with any changes in
your circumstances. It may be that you have
a little extra that you can allocate to your
investment strategy, or you’re just curious
how your investments are performing and
if there is anything you should be doing to
maximise your returns. Working with an IFA
is a relationship that can last for years; the
better they know you and what your goals
are, the better they will serve you in the long
run. If you are not already working with an
advisor, now is the time to set up a meeting
to start building your financial strategy and
habits for the future.
If you have a Financial Advisor based in the
UK, you should check that they now have all
the permitted authorities to continue dealing
with you. It would be best practice to have
an IFA based in Spain with knowledge
of the local tax regimes and products.
Emergency fund
Putting aside some money for a rainy day
is something we should all be doing. A
good rule of thumb is to have enough put
by to tide you over for 2-3 months should
anything unexpected happen. This means
having a fund you can access at pretty short
notice, not something that’s tied up in a
limited access savings account, or involves
selling assets. It may only be an unexpected
garage bill, but that could blow a large hole
in your outgoings for the month. The trick
is to replenish the fund once you’ve used it.
Think of it as a financial buffer between you
and the unknown.
Check your bank and mobile phone
statements
Many of us now only receive statements
electronically and unless you log in to your
online bank regularly, you may even miss
these – and do you check them? Something
about those old paper statements made it
much more likely that we would spend a

retirement will really connect with this
book, but the story is for anyone looking for
a different take on an old theme.
A N Drew is the pen name for Andrew H
Rea, who has previously published three
books; his autobiography, Holy Inadequate,
under his own name, a spy thriller, Death’s
Final Wicket, about interpreting Bible codes
indicating a possible nuclear war emanating
in North Korea and a political thriller,
Black Dawn Falling. These two novellas
are published under the name A N Drew.
Andrew now lives in Spain and runs a
retreat in beautiful olive groves.
Sacred Memoirs of a Retired Failure
(RRP £9.99) was published by The Conrad
Press on TBC and can be ordered from
Amazon and all good bookshops.

couple of minutes scanning the columns
for anything untoward. It may only be that
old gym membership, or streaming service
that you thought you had cancelled –
subscriptions have a habit of auto-renewing
these days, so it’s well worth a regular
monthly check. I also put phone statements
on here as in this electronic ‘APP’ age it
is very easy to subscribe and be paying
something each month and be completely
unaware of it.
In today’s financial climate it is essential
you do everything you can to make sure
your money is safe, should you want a no
obligation appointment, your only initial
investment is a small amount of time.
Blacktower
120 Avenida Dr. Artero Guirao 2C
San Pedro Del Pinatar
30740, Murcia, Spain.
Our office suite is on the main N332 through
road of San Pedro del Pinatar with easy
parking.
If you want more information or wish to
make an appointment to discuss your own
situation please call 657 684 094 or email
keith.littlewood@blacktowerfm.com
This communication is not intended to
constitute and should not be construed
as
investment
advice,
investment
recommendations or investment research.
You should seek advice from a professional
regulated adviser before embarking on any
financial planning activity.
Blacktower Insurance Agents and
Advisors Limited is authorised and
regulated by the Cyprus Insurance
Companies Control Service (ICCS)
under Licence number 5101. Blacktower
Financial Management (Cyprus) Limited
is licensed and regulated by the Cyprus
Securities
&Exchange
Commission
(CySEC) with Licence number 386/20.
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What Should I Know Before Buying An
Awning? (part 1)
It is important to have some information
before buying an Awning if we want to
invest our money well. For this we are
going to explain more about Awnings
before asking for a budget that you have
to take into account.

its automation and the sensors that can be
installed in them.

Let’s Start Talking About Models Of
Awnings.
* Flat Awnings are the most
appropriate for covering large
terraces, as well as being more
resistant to wind and rain.
When choosing an Awning, we have to
be clear about the type of shade or cover
we need. It is not the same as wanting
to cover a terrace, a window or a car, or
simply to close a terrace. It is important to
choose a good professional to advise us on
which model suits us best. We have to take
into account the weather conditions such
as wind and rain, the path of the sun and
how far the shade will reach. Next month
we will explain how to clean the tarpaulins,
which tarpaulins are best and what sun
protection factors they have, which, like
sun creams, are influenced by various
factors. We will also explain the treatments
that are applied to these tarpaulins, the
duration of these treatments and the
guarantees that the fabrics have. We will
also talk about the thread with which they
are sewn and the machines that are used.
We will also explain about welded acrylic
fabrics. Another aspect of the Awning is
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*

Invisible arm Awnings are the
most appropriate for covering
surfaces without the need for
structures, but they have limited
dimensions and less resistance to
gusts of wind, but they are much
nicer from an aesthetic point of
view. In addition, these Awnings
can be of the cassette type which
keeps the fabric protected for a
longer period of time.

*

Awnings to cover windows or
balconies, are the straight ones
and standard models that can also
be cassette type are the simplest
and most economical, but they
do not allow coverage of doors or
passages.

*

Awnings for enclosures are the
windbreak type, with or without
windows, as they protect from wind,

dust and sun, even though they are
transparent. They can be installed
with or without guides. The quality
of the plastic of the transparent
window is very important as there
are manufacturers of plastic that
is not totally transparent and it
shrinks a lot with the heat or simply
undulates without reason. It must
be taken into account that these
plastics are not glass and will never
be completely smooth and can be
marked by the seams.
Basically, Awnings are made up of two
parts; the rigid structure and the fabric.
The structures can be made of different
materials and have different finishes that
give them varied durability. This also
happens with the fabrics. The qualities of
the manufacturer will define the life of your
Awning, but above all its maintenance.

The structures are basically made of steel
or aluminium. Steel is normally used in
supports or structures (not recommended
near the sea), although they can be used
if a special thermal lacquer is used. It is
important on the coast to use stainless
steel screws.
Part 2 will be in next month’s Costa Calida
Chronicle
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Bonnie - a
beautiful GSD
cross, thrown
out by the
farmer
who
owned
her.
She is around
two
years
old,
spayed
and
fully
vaccinated.
Julian is a
six year old
GSD mix. He
was
found
abandoned
on a local
urbanisation.
He
was
covered
in
wounds and
sores,
but
thanks
to
the love and
care of our
volunteers
he is now
ready for the
loving home
he
really
deserves. He
is a lovely
gentle
boy
who is now
neutered and
fully vaccinated.

then signed her over to Noah’s ARC. Her
treatment has begun and she will now
know kindness and love.

All adoptions and fosters will be home
checked.
We are really in need of foster carers. If
you don’t want to commit to adoption,
fostering is a great alternative - the best
of both worlds. Please call us if you are
interested.

Bonnie

.psd

Beauty

.psd

Julian

.psd

Beauty - This poor girl was owned and
chipped, but just look at the state she
is in. The owner claims he gave her to a
friend two weeks ago. Excuse me! It takes
more than that to get her in that condition.
He wanted her back until we told him we
would get the Guardia Civil involved. He
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can spare a few euros we would be truly
grateful. You can do this either by PayPal
or by popping it into Happy Pets, Camposol
B. You can mark it for Beauty and co.
Thank you so much in advance.

www.costacalidachronicle.com

It
beggars
belief
the
cruelty that
still
goes
on
here.
Charlie,
another boy
who has only
really known
neglect, has
Leishmania
w h i c h
is
being
treated.
Bless him, I
really do not
know
how
Charlie
they
still
wag their tails
after so called human beings have let them
down so badly.

If you are interested in any
dogs/puppies please contact
602 653 639 or message our
page NoahsArc Mazarron
janenahoming@gmail.com

of these
Jane on
Facebook
or email

For donations
PayPal NA1Treasurer@gmail.com
A big thank you for your continued
support. We are so grateful. Food and vet
bills are rising, so if you are having a clearout of anything; household items and/or
clothes, we are happy to take them. Any
larger items can be collected. Just give our
Camposol shop a call on 711 016 236 to
arrange this.

.psd

We have 5 now with ongoing vet
treatments. I know it’s a big ask, but if you
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Autumn Equinox on the Beach
The Autumn Equinox 2022 was an
experience! 36 people were in the running
to participate, but the weather changed
everything! Rain was forecast for the
Wednesday, so the event was changed
to Friday. Various people had prior
engagements, so dropped out, then it
transpired that several had not read the
email with the change of date and in the
end 15 people arrived.

Petanca
and
(not
so)
giant
jenga took
p l a c e .
Tom
and
Jan
were
knocked
out
in
the
first
round
of
jenga, but
bounced
back to win
the petanca
beating
G e o f f
and Linda in the final. Beth and Dereck
managed to outlast Terry and Sam in the
jenga final.

A good time was had by all those who
attended. Food was plentiful as there were
so few people. It was a great evening all
round.
Walk On The Coast
The first walk of the winter season started
at Isla Plana Social Club before setting off
for La Azohia. The weather was extremely
hot with not a cloud in the sky and being the
first walk, there were a few who stopped
for a rest when we got to the paseo. The
return journey was quicker, so some had
refreshments at the Club. 19 turned up for
lunch at La Bien Querida Beach Club.

irrigation channels and the giant water
wheel which moved water from one level
to a much higher aqueduct. Many of the
allotments had citrus trees and some still
had mulberry trees, a reminder that once
Murcia had a thriving silk industry. Dani
explained that the small red peppers
used in the production of paprika, though
originally from South America, were first
planted in this area and were called ñoras
after the waterwheel, which is also a ñora
in Spanish.

La Huerta de Murcia
On a lovely sunny October day, a group
of Darwinian Gardeners visited the
Catholic University of Murcia for a guided
walk around La Huerta de Murcia. Before
we set off, we went to look inside the
Church of the Convent of San Jerónimos.
Our excellent guide called Dani explained
the history of the Church and the Catholic
University. In a cloister garden next to the
Church there was an impressive collection
of Bonsai trees.
We then set off on a 4km circular walk where
Dani pointed out the extensive network of

After the walk we had lunch at the nearby
Restaurante Horizonte. The return journey
was quicker, so some had refreshments at
the Club. 19 turned up for lunch at La Bien
Querida Beach Club.
Join us for walks, discussion groups,
gardening group, games’ evenings and lots
of lunches. See our Facebook page or tel
669 338 885
Email humanistsofmurcia@gmail.com/
darwiniangardeners@gmail.com
www.humanistsofmurcia.com
Weddings,
funerals
and
naming
ceremonies
For personalized ceremonies without
religion, contact the celebrant on 634 025
711
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The Gift of Tongues (Part 2)
Did you know that the Gift of Tongues
was a sign? Last month it started with
several passages indicating that the Gift
of Tongues related to language, where
people could understand. This month will
conclude with more clarity why the Gift of
Tongues was given by the holy spirit of
Yehovah (Jehovah or God) and the impact
it would have.
1st Corinthians chapter 14, verses 1-33, 39
& 40 Paul explains in more detail how the
Gift of Tongues should be used. “Follow
after charity (Love) and desire spiritual
gifts, but rather that ye may prophecy. For
he that speaketh in an unknown tongue
speaketh not unto men, but unto God: for
no man understandeth him; howbeit in the
spirit he speaketh mysteries, but he that
prophesieth unto men to edification and
exhortation and comfort. He that speaketh
in an unknown tongue edifieth himself, but
he that prophesieth edifieth the Church. I
would that ye all spake with tongues, but
rather that ye prophesied: for greater
is he that prophesieth than he that
speaketh with tongues, except he
interpret, that the Church may receive
edifying. Now brethren, if I come unto
you speaking with tongues, what shall
I profit you, except I shall speak to you
either by revelation, or by knowledge,
or by prophesying, or by doctrine?
Even things without life-giving sound,
whether pipe or harp, except they give a
distinction in the sounds, how shall it be
known what is piped or harped? For if the
trumpet give an uncertain sound, who shall
prepare himself to the battle? Likewise ye,
except ye utter by the tongue words
easy to be understood, how shall it
be known what is spoken? For ye shall
speak into the air. There are, it may be, so
many kinds of voices in the world and none
of them is without signification. Therefore
if I know not the meaning of the voice, I
shall be known unto him that speaketh a
barbarian and he that speaketh shall be a
barbarian unto me. Even so ye, forasmuch
as ye are zealous of spiritual gifts, seek
that ye may excel to the edifying of
the church. Wherefore let him that
speaketh in an unknown tongue pray
that he may interpret. For if I pray in
an unknown tongue, my spirit prayeth, but
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my understanding is unfruitful. What is it
then? I will pray with the spirit and I will
pray with the understanding also: I will
sing with the spirit, and I will sing with the
understanding also. Else when thou shalt
bless with the spirit, how shall he that
occupieth the room of the unlearned
say Amen at thy giving of thanks,
seeing he understandeth not what
thou sayest? For thou verily givest thanks
well, but the other is not edified.
I thank my God (Yehovah or Jehovah), I
speak with tongues more than ye all: Yet in
the Church I had rather speak five words
with my understanding, that by my
voice I might teach others also, than
ten thousand words in an unknown
tongue. Brethren, be not children in
understanding: howbeit in malice be ye
children, but in understanding be men.
In the law it is written, with men of other
tongues and other lips will I speak unto
this people; and yet for all that will they
not hear me, saith the Lord. Wherefore
tongues are for a sign, not to them
that believe, but to them that believe
not: but prophesying serveth not for
them that believe not, but for them
which believe. If therefore the whole
Church (the people are the Church not the
building) come together into one place
and all speak with tongues and there
come in those that are unlearned, or
unbelievers, will they not say that ye
are mad? But if all prophesy and there
come in one that believeth not, or
one unlearned, he is convinced of all,
he is judged of all: and thus are the
secrets of his heart made manifest,
and so falling down on his face he
will worship God, and report that
God is in you of a truth. How is it then,
brethren? When ye come together, every
one of you hath a psalm, hath a doctrine,
hath a tongue, hath a revelation and hath
an interpretation. Let all things be done
unto edifying. If any man speak in an
unknown tongue, let it be by two, or at
the most by three and that by course
and let one interpret, but if there be no
interpreter, let him keep silence in the
Church; and let him speak to himself
and to God. Let the prophets speak two
or three and let the other judge. If any
thing be revealed to another that sitteth
by, let the first hold his peace. For ye may

all prophesy one by one, that all may be
comforted. For God is not the author of
confusion, but of peace, as in all Churches
of the saints...wherefore, brethren,
covet to prophesy, and forbid not to
speak with tongues. Let all things be
done decently and in order.
From last month (part 1) to the above
account, it can be understood that the gift of
tongues relates to language. Not everyone
has been given this gift in the household of
faith. In 1st Corinthians chapter 12, verses
8-10 it states “For to one is given by the
Spirit the word of wisdom; to another the
word of knowledge by the same spirit;
to another faith by the same spirit; to
another the gifts of healing by the same
spirit; to another the working of miracles;
to another prophecy; to another discerning
of spirits; to another diverse kinds of
tongues; to another the interpretation
of tongues.
It is clear that speaking in tongues requires
an interpreter or translator. Two and no more
than three can speak in tongues at any one
time, (one at a time), but what is spoken
must be interpreted, for the edifying of the
congregation or Church. Everything must
be done in an orderly manner for Yehovah
(Jehovah or God) is a God of order. He has
given His clear word as to how the Gift
of Tongues must be conducted amongst
his people. In the above account there is
no misunderstanding. If a person speaks
in tongues and there is no interpreter, then
that person should be silent in the Church
or congregation.
Some believe that the Gift of Tongues
is necessary to prove that you have the
Holy Spirit, but this measurement is not
mentioned anywhere in the scriptures.
Note in the above passage, the gift of
prophecy edifies the people or Church, (or
congregation), which benefits all who hear,
but the Gift of Tongues edifies himself,
but only if an interpreter is present can
others benefit.
I hope you have learned more about
the Scriptures. Next time I will look at
Christmas.
If you would like to know more, please
contact Sandra on 602 466 534
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On behalf of the Royal British Legion
(Murcia) Branch, welcome to the Poppy
Appeal 2022.
As many of you will be aware, this period
has significant meaning for us within the
RBL as it marks our main fund raising
event, The Poppy Appeal 2022.
Following on so soon after the sad passing
of our late Queen Elizabeth II, it will also
be a very poignant moment in which we
can all reflect on the loss of those dear to
us.

Page (search for Royal British Legion
Murcia Branch). Many of the bars in
the area will have a Poppy collection
tin and Poppies for sale to show your
support and we thank you in advance for
your generosity. Please don’t forget that
every cent raised in Spain stays in Spain
and is used to support Veterans, Serving
Servicemen and Women and their Families
here in Spain.
The Poppy Shows You Care. There is
only one way to wear your Poppy; ‘with
pride’. It is a symbol of the nation’s thanks
and remembrance for the selfless work of
the Armed Forces community both past
and present. Each Poppy is a personal
display of recognition for those who have
always been and always will be committed
to protect us, our freedoms and our
society’s way of life.

our service here in Spain to that of the
United Kingdom to mark Armistice Day.
We hope to see as many of you there as
possible and we thank the Camposol A
(Los Palacios) Gardening Group that
have paved the way for us previously as
our branch grew and has now become
strong enough to organise and manage an
event for our community.
Armistice Day - The 11th hour of the 11th
day of the 11th month of 1918, the date
the guns finally fell silent at the end of the
First World War. Each year this date has
subsequently come to represent a moment
in which we can all reflect on their sacrifice
and remember all servicemen, women and
civilians that continue to lose their lives, or
are injured in the service of their country
right up to modern times in conflicts such
as Northern Ireland, Bosnia, Falklands,
Gulf Wars, Iraq and Afghanistan and the
vital support played by them in response to
humanitarian disasters and most recently
the pandemic.
We Will Remember Them

The symbol of the Red Poppy will be
visible throughout this period. We will
be holding table top fund raising events
around the Murcia Region, particularly in
Puerto de Mazarrón, Camposol, Cehegin
and Calasparra. The location of our Poppy
tables will be publicised on our Facebook

Branch Community Support
murcia.BCS@rbl.community
Tel +34 711 008 578
(Mon-Fri 10am-4pm)
We will be holding a short Service of
Remembrance in the Memorial Garden,
Camposol A starting at 11.15am on 11th
November. This will culminate at 12.00
midday with a 2 minutes silence, linking

General Enquiries
murcia.secretary@rbl.community
Membership
murcia.treasurer@rbl.community

We would like to thank all the following advertisers/groups and those who have made personal donations to this
year’s Costa Cálida Chronicle Poppy Appeal:

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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Airpark Murcia/Alicante
Alan Fleming
Alex Wood
Amapola
Anchor Landscapes
Another World Properties
Astronomy Tours
Bar Raya/Rock Cafe
Bernadette Blakeman
Brian Jones
Camposol Golf Association
Camposol C Greenfingers
Camposol D Gardening
Camposol Heating & Maintenance
Camposol Property Sales
Camposol Working for You
Car Registrations Spain
Car Solutions Mar Menor
Caser Residencial
Chatterbox
Cloud Nine Drama
Currencies Direct
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*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Doctors on Call
Eriks Metal Work
Filbee’s Real Estate
Fresh Upholstery Cleaning
Fuente Old Guard Golf Society
Golf Delux
Harlequin Rock Choir
Healthy H20
Ibex
iPhone Repairs
Jim Scott (on behalf of B Clean
Gardening Group)
Keith Littlewood, Blacktower
Ken Sherwood
Kevins Flyscreens
Kwikfix
Ladies Circle
Los Amigos Golf
Los Palacios
Los Reyes
Mass in English
Natalia Filbee Liberty Seguros

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Oven Cleaning Specialists
Professional & Legal Solicitors
Puerto Pelo
Rainbow Satellites
Repair It
SAMM - Sailing Association Mar
Menor
Salt Church
Sooty & Son
Spaindinavia Real Estate
Spaindinavia Rentals
St Nicholas Church
Telecable
The Loft Hair & Beauty Salon
The Old Market Tavern
The Rockin Vicar
The Salon
TJ Electricals
Top2Toe Unisex Hair & Beauty Salon
Welcome House
Wellspring Victory Church
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What do an Englishman, a Belgian and a
the landscape is nearly devoid of life. There
Spaniard have in common? Apart from being
are no plants (weeds) as the land is regularly
keen nature lovers, they have all collaborated
hoed and harrowed before anything can get
in a campaign
established,
to save Lo
which in turn
Monte Nature
means
there
Reserve from
are no seeds
neglect
and
for anything to
decline.
This
eat, or flowers
small wetland
for insects and
reserve
near
butterflies.
Pilar
de
la
Meanwhile,
Horada is a
the mechanical
View from Hide Lo Monte
little gem. It
cultivation
consists of two
of
the
land
settlement lagoons fringed with reed beds
destroys many of the surface (feeding) roots
and is very attractive for a lot of wetland
of the trees they are cultivating. On talking to
species, even several breeding pairs of the
local farmers they tell me they are opening
very rare White-Headed Duck. Although
the ground to allow rainwater to enter instead
it is small, it is a key wetland in this area.
of running off.
The place was developed with EU funds and
the local Town Hall committed to its future
However, I am not convinced, as my very
maintenance. Unfortunately, it has been
good friend Juan has an orchard with natural
deliberately neglected, resulting in the reeds
herbage (weeds) under the trees. This allows
encroaching on all areas of open water. This
the ground to retain moisture instead of
has led to a very rapid loss in biodiversity and
the sun drying out the weed-free soil. The
made the bird hides unusable as all the views
biodiversity in his orchard is amazing and
are blocked.
he even has his own bird hide to watch the
wide range of avian visitors to his garden.
Fortunately, our three amigos are on the case
Therefore it seems counterproductive that
and have just written to the Town Hall pointing
farmers are spending a lot of time harrowing
out the rapid deterioration of the reserve and
around trees to produce a desert with little or
suggesting several courses of action to bring
no life, nor improving their harvest!
about a satisfactory solution. It remains to
be seen if they will respond positively and
I don’t want to get started on farmers spraying
maintain the reserve in an environmentally
pesticides, because I will really whinge! Most
sympathetic manner. They are very quick to
of our local farmers have little or no formal
claim the kudos in their marketing. Let’s see
training and rely on the advice of people
what happens next!
selling pesticides to tell them when and what
to spray. Has it not occurred to anybody that
Now, I think it’s time for a whinge! I don’t think
there might be a vested interest in this overI have had one for a long time, but I suspect
use of pesticides?
my wife probably has a different opinion.
What’s got me going? Nothing particularly,
I used to love wandering around my local
it’s more a slow-burn issue that has recently
farming areas, looking at the flowers, insects,
slapped me in the face. Surprisingly the issue
butterflies, reptiles and of course the birdlife.
is agriculture, which is a bit strange as most
Nowadays, I see very little. Where has
farmers pride themselves on caring for our
everything gone?
environment and are in the band of the ‘good
guys’. However, I think that some modern
I think that’s enough of a rant for today. I have
farming techniques and industrial outfits are
now taken a deep breath and am ready to tell
having a dramatic effect on our region.
you about a very good day’s birding with my
wife and a couple of British birders who were
I have lived here for 20 years and during this
holidaying at a relative’s house in Camposol.
time the landscape around me has changed
As their relative’s house is very close to Los
considerably and the biodiversity has slumped
Saladares del Guadalentín, we decided to
dramatically. I live in a beautiful area, with
go there after meeting Janet and David, our
mountain ranges to both the north and south
new birding friends. What a lucky choice that
and if I go a
was! This area
few kilometres
can be a bit
west I can see
hit and miss,
the
steppes
but we were
of
Cagitán
immediately
stretching
seeing
lots
towards
the
of
different
m o u n t a i n
birds. The first
ranges
of
surprise
was
Caravaca
de
just 10 minutes
la Cruz and
after our arrival
Moratalla.
I
as we spotted
used to love the
a large brown
steppes
with
bird of prey
Preparing for planting Almond trees, Cagitán
their
special
flying towards
birds, wildlife
us. With four
and flora. Now I see almond trees and the
pairs of binoculars focused on this bird it
occasional field of apricots all immaculately
wasn’t long before we identified it as a Black
clean with no field margins. It means that
Kite (Milvus Negra). It is a bird of prey that
.psd

.psd
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is a similar size
to a Buzzard
and all brown.
As they bank
and turn, their
forked
tail
is
normally
very
visible
and is a good
identification
feature. It is
a bird that is
very infrequent
in
Murcia
and normally
Black Kite
only
seen
on
migration
either in spring or autumn. This bird was
making a leisurely move towards Mazarrón
and I guessed it would follow the coast west
all the way to Gibraltar and Tarifa, before
heading south across the straits to Africa. It
will probably spend the winter on the southern
continent before making the return journey.
.psd

Iberian Grey Shrike
As we progressed, Janet mentioned that she
had never seen a Shrike before. Would you
believe it! A beautiful adult Iberian Grey
Shrike (Lanius Meridionals) obliged us for a
few minutes by perching on top of a nearby
bush. As it turned out, we saw lots of them as
we drove across the flood plain of the River
Guadalentín. They are quite striking birds
with their grey, white and black plumage.
They are mini birds of prey and close
up you can see their hooked beak if you
are not mesmerized by the striking black
highwayman’s mask. They are nicknamed
‘Butcher birds’ because of their ghoulish habit
of hanging their dead prey (large insects and
lizards) on thorny bushes, a larder for when
hunting is difficult.
We then went to an area with a sheep corral.
This is a good place to see some of our smallfeathered friends feeding on the insects
attracted by the sheep dung. As we were
watching a flock of migrant Yellow Wagtails
(Blue-headed race, Motacilla Flava Iberica),
David asked me what the birds were walking
across the ploughed field on the opposite
side. Gosh, what a shock! There were seven
Dotterels (Charadrius Morinellus) calmly
walking parallel with our car. These are
very uncommon passage migrants that on
migration occasionally stop in Murcia for a day
or two (normally in the same location each
year). I have been waiting nearly 20 years
to see them in Murcia. I immediately alerted
other birders on the Whatsapp groups, but as
far as I know nobody else saw them. It’s better
Continued on page 26
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had never seen one before and I have to
admit, a Hoopoe is quite spectacular when
seen for the first time. Its dinosaur profile
(Pterodactyl) doesn’t look like any other bird,
and it is quite unique in its colouration, crest
and long down-curved beak. A great holiday
memory for any visitor!

Continued from page 24

Next stop was the coast to visit a nice
restaurant near to the salt pans of San Pedro
del Pinatar for lunch, then on to El Carmolí
and the port of Los Urrutias on the Mar Menor.

Dotterel

.psd

to be lucky than good. Thank goodness David
was distracted by something on the opposite
side, otherwise they would have wandered
past completely unnoticed. Dotterels breed
in the Arctic tundra from Norway to Eastern
Siberia and also on suitable mountain plateaux
such as the Cairngorms and the Alps. They
migrate south to a narrow belt across North
Africa from Morocco eastwards to Iran. They
also practice reverse parenting as the male
does the incubation and rears the chicks. The
female then goes off to find another male and
lay another clutch of eggs (I don’t know if she
says goodbye or just goes!).

The salt pans were a bit of a disappointment
because there were just a few of the normal
waders about and of course the Flamingos,
but I managed to see a Kingfisher (Alcedo
Atthis) in one of the canals. It is always a
delight to see this colourful little bird. As far
as I am aware they aren’t resident at the salt
pans, but are commonly seen in winter.

Collared Pratincole

.psd

Swallows. They migrate south to spend
the winter in tropical Africa and are officially
classified as waders, but they look nothing
like waders. Well, not to me anyhow.
There was also a group of largish Terns
resting on a sandbank just offshore. I
originally identified them as Sandwich Terns
(Sterna Sandvicensis), but later realised they
were Common Terns (Sterna Hirundo) that
were moulting into winter plumage. Speaking
of Terns, at the port of Los Urrutias we came
across another group of Terns. They were
Little Terns (Sternula Albifrons), probably
my favourites of this family of birds. They
are summer visitors that make the long and
dangerous journey to Western and Central
Africa to spend the winter. It is a lovely sight
watching them fishing as they hover about
5-10 metres high before diving head first into
the water to catch a small fish.

Kingfisher

Hoopoe Juvenile

.psd

We then saw another interesting bird - a
Hoopoe (Upopa Epops). Although this
is a relatively common bird, our friends

I had also received a Whatsapp saying that
a Red-Necked Phalarope (Phalaropus
Lobatus) had been seen in the Salinas that
morning. This is a rare wader that very
occasionally stops off here on the way to its
wintering grounds in the Arabian Sea. The
last visit by a Phalarope was 2 years ago.
Unfortunately, we missed out this time and
heard later that it was found in an unlikely
part of the salt pans that we hadn’t visited.
You have to be lucky!

Adult Little Tern With 2 Juveniles
.psd

It was now time for four tired, but very happy
birders, to head back to Camposol. However,
one final birding delight presented itself as
just before leaving the motorway; a migratory
Osprey flew overhead. We only see Ospreys
in Murcia during migration time, so we felt
very privileged to have our own private flypast. It’s certainly better to be lucky!

Red-necked Phalarope

.psd

Our next stop was the mouth of the Rambla
Albujón and the adjoining coastline of El
Carmolí. It was a brief stop, but was quite
fruitful as two young Collared Pratincoles
(Glareola Pratincola) flew along the coastline
and over our heads. This was good news as
this is the only area in Murcia where these
summer visitors breed, so two juveniles was
a very positive sign of breeding success this
season. They are largish birds (about a foot
long) and have a wingspan of 28 inches,
with shortish legs, long pointed wings and
a long forked tail. They remind me of Giant
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Osprey
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If you have any comments or queries
please do not hesitate to contact me on
antrimbirder@gmail.com
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Sadly our call volumes are on the rise
again after a quieter few months and
September was our busiest month for six
months. As always, our dedicated team of
listeners are working extremely hard to
continue to provide their time to ensure
that this invaluable service endures and

our dedicated shop volunteers continue
to provide their time to allow the
organisation to function. We could not do
it without you all, so thank you to all our
wonderful volunteers.
Most of you will be aware that our
Masquerade Ball, which was planned
for 8th October at La Nueva Taberna,
Mazarrón Country Club, was cancelled
by the venue due to slow ticket sales.
We are deeply sorry to anyone who had
purchased tickets and masks etc and to
those people who had booked. We thank
you for your support. We hope to hold
another function, albeit much smaller,
somewhere in the Mazarrón locality soon.
Please keep an eye out on social media
for details.
The World Health Organisation World
Mental Health Day is on 10th October every
year. This year we were represented on
a small stand in The Food Co, Mazarrón
on Tuesday 4th and Saturday 8th October.
Thank you to anybody who came and said
hello and donated to us.
Our Walk Tall Bare All campaign
continues as our current call data for
2022 shows that of the calls received so
far this year, approximately two-thirds

The year is rushing by with November
arriving once more. This month has
traditionally been one of Remembrance
over the years. Obviously November 11th
is when we particularly think of all those
whose lives have been sacrificed to war.
It is not just the two World Wars which
are commemorated in the services taking
place in so many countries, but all the
conflicts since then too. This year our
thoughts and prayers will also be with
the victims, both military and civilian,
men, women and children, caught up in
their fight for freedom in the Ukraine.
The recent death of Queen Elizabeth II
will also, no doubt, be commemorated at
these Remembrance services, whether
taking place in the UK or here in Spain.
Our services at St Nicholas are ones
in which we remember ALL of our loved
ones, no matter how or when they died,
in the distant past, or in recent times.
We Will Remember Them.
I wrote this poem last year, for
Remembrance Sunday and would like
to share it with you all today.
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Sometimes
Sometimes I think of you
When the sun is shining bright.
Sometimes I think of you
In the middle of the night.
Sometimes I think of you
When I hear a certain song.
Sometimes I think of you
When something has gone wrong.
Sometimes I think of you
When blossom fills the air.
Sometimes I think of you
When all the trees are bare.
Sometimes I think of you
When walking in the rain.
Sometimes I think of you
When someone calls your name.
Sometimes I think of you
When a memory appears.
Sometimes I think of you
With laughter or tears.
Now if you add up all these sometimes
I’m sure that you will find,
There is never a sometime
When you are not on my mind.

have been from females and only onethird from males. We are hoping that our
campaign will encourage males to call us
more readily. The author of this article,
the Trustee Treasurer for Samaritans in
Spain, was one of the brave men who
took part in the photoshoot. He is the
second in from the left in the photo!!
If you think ‘off-loading’ would help you,
or if you know someone who needs to
offload, Samaritans in Spain lines are
open from 10am-10pm every day of the
year and our fully trained listeners are
available if you need to talk. Remember
we are here for you and together we
are stronger. The number to call is
FREEPHONE 900 525 100.
Are you able to help Samaritans in
Spain to help others?
If you would like to donate to us, our PayPal
account is paypal@samaritansinspain.
com
If you are a business owner and would
like to sponsor us in any way, then please
contact us at treasurer.spainsams@
gmail.com or pat@samaritansinspain.
com
Follow us on Facebook – Samaritans in
Spain.

Now I would like to send a huge Thank
You to everyone who attended our
recent Nostalgia Shows, held in St
Nicholas Church. The Singalong group
thoroughly enjoyed each performance.
We appreciated the organising skills of
both Stuart and Betty Hill and the time
and effort put in by every person who
took part and helped in any way. Of
course it wouldn’t have been the great
success it was if our wonderful audiences
had not come along to support us and
join in the singing. You all did so well!
Thank You once again.
Services for November
English speaking services are held each
Sunday at 11am. Whilst those in German
are at 4pm every 2nd and 4th Sunday.
6th - Songs of Praise
13th - A Service of Remembrance
20th - Holy Communion
27th - Morning Prayer
We look forward to seeing you at our
services, where a warm welcome awaits
everyone.
Blessings
Rev Mo
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Our walking season is now in full flow and
after the extended high temperatures over
the summer, we were worried that the first
walk on 24th September would be too hot.
No chance! In true Spanish style it had to be
hastily re-routed due to heavy rain causing
a landslide in the area where the walk was
planned. In the end the WARM walk was
from Cehegín on the Via Verde towards
Bullas. SWARM did a shorter route in the
other direction towards Caravaca. It was a
huge amount of walking for Jane, Allen and
Sue. The SWARM group explored 8km of
forest near Bullas on 28th September. A
group of them posed for a promotional
photograph modelling our new t-shirts.

landing further downstream in fast running
water. Thankfully Carla retrieved it, but
its owner was very upset at his failure
to direct his throw. Next time we do this
walk we might have a rucksack throwing
competition!

out to do was walk about a mile each day
and do it purposefully and mindfully. I
mainly walked around our beautiful village
listening to the early morning sounds
and seeing things I don’t usually notice.
I raised £200 and was drawn to it after
hearing about two of my rugby favourites
who have developed dementia in their
early forties.
Forthcoming Walks
November
5th - Rambla de Charrara - WARM
9th - Mula - SWARM
12th - Los Bebedores - WARM
16th - Bullas - SWARM
19th - Caves of Zaen - WARM
23rd - Campo de Ricote - SWARM
26th - El Berro - WARM
30th - Ojos - SWARM

Spot the rucksack thrower

SWARM were out in force again on 5th
October when Kevin and Tina led a 10k
walk at the Cenajo Reservoir. Wildlife was
in abundance with Mouflon goats, Griffin
Vultures and even a small snake.

December
3rd - Cabezo de la Fuente - WARM
7th - Casas Nuevas - SWARM
10th - Garruchal - WARM
17th - El Castellar - WARM
If you would like to join us, contact
warm2005@gmail.com

Group t shirts

Our first walk
in
October
was an old
favourite
starting
at
the campsite
in Moratalla
as it heads
up the river.
It is quite
challenging
and
you
need to be fit
and agile to
clamber over
the
rocks
in the first
Agile Walk Leader
part of the
walk. There
is a 5-metre-wide stream to cross. Some
people just waded over, hoping their GoreTex boots really were waterproof. Others
took their boots off and put on varying
styles of footwear. All was going fine
until B crossed and then his wife (also B)
remembered her plastic bags to cover her
shoes were in the rucksack. Hubby decided
to throw the rucksack over to his wife, but
in his enthusiasm it went high into the air

Horseshoe whipsnake

The final walk is another favourite - the
three rivers walk at Moratalla. Some
people repeat it every year, but there are
always newbies and their first walk gives
them some stunning scenery amidst the
Moratalla countryside. One of the new
people on the route this year was a WARM
regular who lives in Moratalla and had
never done the walk. It’s often the case
that you don’t always appreciate what is
on your doorstep.
My final reflection this month is that I
completed 30 miles in the 30 days of
September - a sponsorship challenge for
Dementia Care UK. As a regular walker,
30 miles is no distance, but what I set
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This year, 13th November
is Remembrance Sunday
and as chaplain of the
Murcia and Orihuela Costa
branches of The Royal
British Legion, I have the
honour of conducting the
Remembrance Service at
Mil Palmeras.

We ask ourselves if we have
built a brave new world on
the ashes of the Fallen; a
world they would be proud
to inhabit.
If you watch or listen to the
news, you will know that
the world is in a terrible
mess; war, hunger, power
struggles, climate change,
politics, the list goes on.

As each year passes, we
become more aware that
time marches on regardless.
We become even more
aware of the deeply moving
words of Robert Laurence
Binyon:
‘They shall grow not old, as
we that are left grow old:
Age shall not weary them, nor the years
condemn.’

God gave His only Son, Jesus Christ, to
show His love for the world.

Whatever our situation, good or bad, we
have been blessed with the opportunity to
live a full life. We remember with love and
gratitude those who were not so blessed.

That’s the problem! The world is full of
love, but greed and the desire for power
rule, so we can’t find solutions because
we look at everything from completely the

LOVE
How do we define it? There are so many
different kinds of love. Those of you with
pets will have a love for them. We have a
different kind of love for our children and
for those who still have parents there’s
another kind of love, especially as they
age and need a lot more of our care. What
about the love we feel for our spouses, who
hopefully make us feel extra special? Even
that alters over the years as it matures.

with our loved ones 24/7, but with God it’s
different, He is always there every hour of
every day watching our backs, excited by
our experiences and looking out for us in
our troubles. In other words He is caring
for us as a father cares for his children and
it doesn’t matter how old we are. We are
never too big or too young or too old to sit
in God’s Lap. I love that.

It would be impossible for us to spend time

It is fair to ask the question
“If God exists, where is He?”
My response is another
question “Yes He exists.
Where do you want Him to
be?”

How do I know this? Well, Christmas is
just around the corner – a time when we
celebrate the birth of Jesus - just a tiny

wrong perspective. The good people are
mainly ruled by greedy liars and cheats
to one degree or another, so don’t blame
God! He has given us the answer, but we
refuse to accept it. We blast through life
with our own agenda, trying to fill our own
needs. One man’s meat is another man’s
poison, thus the result is utter chaos.
For the majority the answer is to blame
God, deny His existence. Oh ye of little
faith!
If you want to talk to me, I am always
available.
‘Bye for now and God bless
Rev Andrew

Read about my new book
“Sacred Memoirs of a
Retired Failure”
on page 14

baby – He is God’s son you know. Just think
about it.
Imagine putting yourself in God’s position.
When I look at baby photos of my youngest
child, would I even consider putting her
through the pain and suffering that God
destined for Jesus and WHY? Because that
is how much He loves us.
Take a small biscuit (enjoyable enough) and
think of it as an example of the size of the
kind of love we have for each other. On the
other hand, think about a large wedding
cake. That is an example of the Love that
‘God’ has for us.
John 3:16, one of the most quoted verses
in the bible says, ‘God so loved the world
that He gave His ONLY Son so that we
might have everlasting life. (Paraphrased)
All I can say is “Thank you, thank you,
Jesus.”
If you would like to contact us regarding
anything we have publicised or may be
planning in the future, our contact details
are:
Lynda.spain@hotmail.co.uk
Derek.tycymru@gmail.com
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Check at your local Tourist Office for
full details of Events
The Via Verde is a Green Way for walkers
and cyclists.
BULLAS
www.bullas.es
Tel: 968 652 244 Market Tues
Sunday 6th November - El Zacatan
Artisan/Medieval Market 9am-2pm
Visit Casa-Museo Don Pepe Marsilla.
Guided tours (in English) for only 2 people
(5€ pp) or there is an audio guide system
in English. Museo del Vino has a shop
with bodega prices. To visit either/info,
tel 968 657 211, Tourist Office, or email
casamuseodonpepe@bullas.es
CALASPARRA
www.turismocalasparra.es
Tel: 968 745 325
Department of Sport
Various activities have been organised by
the Town Hall at 19€/month
Tennis - Beginners, Medium and Advanced
(from 16 years)
Maintenance Gym
Yoga
Functional Training
Gym For Older People (9.50€ for
pensioners)
There will also be sessions at the OAPs

Club on Mon, Tues & Thurs
For more information and registering,
go to the Town Hall for a copy of the
full programme, the Ayuntamiento
de Calasparra Facebook page, or
Calasparra.org webpage
3km Walk of Calasparra begins at the
Casa Granero Building which was originally
the house of the family of the Counts of the
San Juan Valley, but later became a cereal
barn, from which it owes its current name.
Underground Caves - 700 metres of
accessible areas and 9km of areas of
stalactites and stalagmites made from
the Upper Cretaceous. The reception
centre has a café, a multipurpose room for
conferences, an interpretive room, terraces
for activities, parking and a caving centre.
Jota Casinello Open Theatre is located
next to the Castle of Calasparra and it
offers wonderful views of the town and
the rice fields. You can wander round the
gardens and in summer it becomes the
scene of night concerts.
CARAVACA
www.turismocaravaca.org
Tel: 968 702 424 Market Mon
Sunday
Market

20th

November

-

Artisan

A Museum gem explores Caravaca’s
history of skilled craftsmanship and
remarkable engineering. An amazing
collection of miniatures portray these
skills, including Caravaca’s manufacture/
export of espadrilles. Located at Calle
Puentecilla No 3, Bajo.
Tel 968 795 620 for opening times.
The Carlos Blanco Fadol Museum of
Ethnic Instruments in Barranda has 5%
of a 4,000-piece collection which rotates
in the space available. 3€ (reduced 2€/
child 1€). Check opening times with Tourist
Office.
CEHEGÍN
www.turismocehegin.es
Tel: 968 723 550 Market Wed
Saturday 26th & Sunday 27th November
- Murcian O-Pie Regional League
and the O-Pie Southeast League
Orienteering
The Totano-O and Quipar-O clubs have
chosen the Sierra de Burete for the medium
and long distance competition.
Saturday 3rd December - 22km Half
Marathon Falcotrail 2022
Enter and formalize your registrations
@
https://www.alcanzatumeta.es/
falcotrail-2022
The Archaeological Site of Begastri
opens Saturdays & Sundays for tours:
10am-2pm. A video presentation is
followed by a guided tour to see the
remains of the Iberian culture before the
IV century BC. 2€ pp.
Eco Park ‘Coto de las Maravillas’
for family activities including zip lines,
archery, nature walks and many other
organised outdoor activities. They can host
any type of event. Campsite, BBQ area
and kiosk-bar offering a great menu –
and you can book.
Open weekends 10am-5pm; week days
prior booking.
Tel 968 069 202 Mon-Fri 9am-3pm
Email info@conexioncultura.es
www.cotodelasmaravillas.com
JUMILLA
www.jumilla.org
Tel: 968 780 237 Market Tues
Lovers of art should visit the Saorin
Painting Museum, a small museum of
works by the local artist, Jesus Lozano
Saorin and others from the area. Includes
sculptures and canvases.
Reserve guided visit on 660 959 631.
The Convent of Santa Ana del Monte
in the mountains South of Jumilla is worth
a visit for the history and stunning views
over the town and landscape. Follow the
RM-714 South-West and signposted – 5km
Continued on page 33
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from town centre. Check with Tourist Office
for opening times.
Check out the Archaeological Museum
(Tel 968 757 379) and the Ethnography
and Natural Sciences Museum (Tel
968 780 740) which also offer various
workshops for all the family at various
times.
Wine buffs can contact a choice of 15
bodegas affiliated to the Ruta del Vino for
guided visits for small groups or individuals
and to buy produce. Liaise with bodegas
as most will attempt to co-ordinate groups
and provide a relevant language-guide; or
enquire through Tourist Office.
MORATALLA
www.ayuntamientomoratalla.net
Tel: 968 730 208 Market Sat

Sunday
Market

13th

November

–

Artisan

El Cigarralejo Museum and Casa
Pinatada with relatively new exhibitions
may have escaped your attention to-date
– info from Tourist Office.
MURCIA
www.turismodemurcia.es
Tel: 968 358 749
Discover the contemporary arts centre
Centro Parraga in the city centre.
Tel 968 351 410
info@centroparraga.com
YECLA
www.turismo.yecla.es
Tel: 968 754 104 Market Wed

Sunday 6th November - 4hr Monte
Arabi Trail Circuit (PR-MU91) + Cave
Paintings
Mount Arabí is a large stone structure
that stands out from the surroundings in
a characteristic way. The landscape is of
great beauty and uniqueness. The many
legends of this mountain, captured at a
popular level and in written sources, form
an inseparable part of this space. It is
recognized as a Site of Cultural Interest
and First Natural Monument in the Region
of Murcia.
9am from Esplanade Rotonda de la Ronda
Norte (next to Bodegas Castaño). 2.50€
For booking information, schedules and
rates please call 968 790 901 Mon-Fri
9am-1pm.
It is recommended to wear comfortable
shoes and clothing, a cap or hat to protect
the head, sunscreen, lunch and water.

Tours to the Rock Art of Moratalla
are available encapsulating prehistoric
to medieval styles and is worthy of its
UNESCO World Heritage status. There are
several routes and modes of transport –
details on www.turismomoratalla.com,
info@turismomoratalla.com, or tel 696
807 037
MULA
www.mula.es
Tel: 968 661 501 Market Sat
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The main ingredients that make Curry one
of our favourite dishes are the spices. Once
rare and expensive, spices are now some
of the most useful ingredients available
to everyone and work with any meat, fish
or vegetable. Spices are the dried parts
of aromatic plants and may come from
the fruit, bark, seed, root or flower bud.
Spices mostly come from hot countries and
the most popular in Curries are cumin,
fenugreek, tamarind and turmeric.
We
start with the basic Curry Powder which is
very easy to make and if you do it yourself,
it can be adjusted to suit your palate. I have
a big pot of Curry Powder made from the
recipe below which I can make a quick meal
from, or marinate the meat overnight for
more flavour.
Buen Apetito
Curry Powder
30ml (2 level tbsp) cumin seeds
30ml (2 level tbsp) whole fenugreek
7.5ml (1½ level tsp) mustard seeds
15ml (1 level tbsp) black
peppercorn
120ml (8 level tbsp) coriander
seeds
15ml (1 level tbsp) poppy seeds
15ml (1 level tbsp) ground
ginger
5ml (1 level tsp) hot chili
powder
60ml (4 level tbsp) ground
turmeric

400g can chopped tomatoes
4 tbsp natural yogurt
1 onion
2tbsp vegetable oil
2tbsp Masala Curry Paste
Salt and pepper
1 tbsp plain flour
50ml water
3tbsp chopped fresh coriander
Chop chicken into cubes and peel and chop
garlic and ginger. Put tomatoes, garlic,
ginger and yogurt into a blender until
smooth. Peel and chop onions and heat
oil in a pan and fry onions for 3-4 minutes
until light brown. Stir in Curry Paste and
fry for a further minute stirring once or
twice. Add the tomato and chicken to pan
and mix together. Mix the flour and water
together and add to the pan while taking
pan off the heat. Return to heat and boil
stirring constantly. Simmer for 15 minutes
and then add coriander and serve.

Microwave lentils and stock in a covered
bowl for 5 minutes or cook the traditional
way. Add the vegetables and sultanas. Stir
in the Curry Powder and tomato purée
and cook for 30 minutes. Allow to stand for
a few minutes before serving.
Sag Paneer
½ cup of hot water
1lb spinach coarsely chopped
3 tsp butter
1tsp ginger
½ finely chopped onion
1 pinch of salt
¼tsp ground cumin
¼tsp turmeric
½tsp ground coriander
1 cup of cheese (paneer) to suit, cut
into cubes.
Blend ½ of the water and a handful
of spinach. Keep adding spinach
until half is blended, adding a little
more water if needed until a nice
purée is formed. Heat the butter in
a frying pan, add ginger and fry for
1 minute. Add the onions and salt
and continue cooking for a further 5
minutes. Stir in the spices and then
add the purée and the remaining
spinach cooking for 20-30 minutes.
Fry the cheese separately and at
the last minute add the cheese
cubes and then serve.

Combine all the ingredients in
a blender or coffee grinder and
grind to a fine powder. Store in
an airtight container for up to
3 months.
Chicken Tikka Masala
Chicken pieces for 4 people
2 garlic cloves
2.5cm fresh ginger or ground ginger

1 cup chicken stock
½ small onion diced
¼ head cauliflower cut into small pieces
½ cup sultanas
1 grated carrot
1¼ cups of tomato purée
1tsp Curry Powder

Curried Cauliflower
¼ cup red lentils
½ green pepper

Chicken Curry North Indian Style
1lb chicken drumsticks and thigh pieces
1 small carton of yogurt
2 medium onions finely chopped
4tbsp vegetable oil
2 cloves
½tsp mustard powder
2 pods of cardamom
½tsp cumin
1tsp chili powder
½ chopped ginger root (1tbsp)
4 cloves garlic (ground with pinch salt to
form paste)
1-3 coriander seeds
Salt to taste
½tsp freshly ground pepper
Sprinkle chicken with chili powder. Add
yogurt, make sure the chicken is covered
and then set aside in fridge for 4 hours.
Heat oil in pan and add mustard, cloves,
cardamom and coriander seeds and cook
for 30 seconds. Add the onions and fry for 2
minutes, or until the onion is brown. Lower
heat and add the ginger, garlic paste and
cumin powder. Put chicken in a large pan
and add the ingredients from the frying
pan. Cook for 25 minutes or until the
chicken is tender.
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Camposol Explorers is run by Shaun
who runs the Expat in Mazarrón YouTube
channel. It’s all about living in Spain,
Camposol, places of interest, property,
going out walking and many more things
about Spain.

here, some of the streets were just 1mtr
wide. It is well worth a visit.

Shaun set up a group called Camposol
Explorers, which is about going out
exploring once a month in the Murcia
Region and beyond. If you want to join,
please contact Shaun on Facebook group
Expat in Mazarrón.
It is the first time I have organised a group
booking to a site that had to be booked
at Totana Tourist office. Carolina arranged
the booking and organised the English
translator and the fee. Our outing this
time was to ‘La Bastida’, a bronze-age
settlement and one of the most important
archaeological sites known as the Argaric
culture in Western Europe. Discovered in
1869, it is one of the largest settlements
in Europe. Over 1,000 people lived there
on the side of a mountain, protected by
ravines and other mountains that made it
hard to attack. There is a defence wall that
was about 2-3mtr thick made of stone and
about 6-7mtr high. Some of the building
work is similar to the city of Troy in Turkey,
of the same period. It is also known as
Troy of the Western World.

Cloud9 Drama has been an established
theatre group in the Mazarrón area for
approximately 11 years. The group was
started in Mula in the NW region of Murcia
by the late, much loved, Patricia Hunt. After
a few years the group moved to Puerto
de Mazarrón. We have always performed
primarily at La Molata, (about 10 mins
drive from Camposol) and in the past have
also had the great privilege of performing
in the theatres of Bullas and Mula.
Every year we have staged a pantomime.
Our audiences seem to love panto and
have been incredibly generous with their
time, money, applause and forgiveness
when our amateur status has caused us
to stumble, sometimes with complete
amnesia and advancing age kicks in and
we forget all our lines!!
As a ‘not for profit’ organisation, all our
players contribute their time voluntarily,
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Our Spanish translator, Julia, did an
amazing job explaining all the history of
this settlement and showing us around
the site. We also saw what it would have
looked like in a stone house of that time.
It is hard to believe so many people lived

we also like to give back to our community
and following each performance (after
expenses) we share a donation to a local
charity. MABS, Age Concern, Forget Me
Not, Royal British Legion & GO MAD
are amongst many we have donated to

Because it was a long viewing, (just over
2½ hrs), we drove to our next and last
location for our picnic, just below Aledo.
It’s known as the ‘Laundry Room’, which
some say was an old Arab bathing area.
At one time this was the only source for
drinking water and washing clothes for the
people who lived in Aledo. They would have
to come down the hill, some with donkeys,
to collect their drinking water and take it
back up the hill to the town every day.
Now Aledo has piped-in drinking water and
the ‘Laundry Room’ has no water. It has
been turned into a picnic area with seating
and tables, with plenty of shade under the
trees. It was a lovely end of the day.

and hope to continue doing so with future
productions.
The last two years, due to circumstances
beyond our control, we have been unable
to do what we love best. However … we are
back and our pantomime in January 2023
is Dick Whittington. Our performance
dates are Thursday 26th January, Friday
27th January & Saturday 28th January at
7.30pm with a matinee performance on
Sunday 29th January at 3.30pm.
The venue will be at La Molata Social
Centre, exit sign posted ‘Los Muñoces/
Venta Aledo’ from the RM23, 10 mins from
Camposol.
Ticket sales will be announced shortly. If
however you would like to reserve tickets,
(6€ per ticket), please email
cloud9dramatickets@yahoo.com
(Pick-up point to be announced soon.)
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Is November here already? Where has
the year gone? Green Fingers has raised
an average of €195 per week recently
through the
Wednesday
B u c k e t
Collection.
Thank
you
to all who
donated.
Some
of
that money
was used to
buy a mini
chain
saw
to enable us
to continue
to trim the
palm
trees
quicker.

We have had an average of 9 volunteers
out each Wednesday working, but we
could always use any extra volunteers. If
interested, please turn up on Wednesday
morning by the Camposol C Welcome Wall.

By the time you read this our Memorial
Garden will be in place. It’s not too late to
request a Memorial Cross for a loved one.
Please contact our chairman John Osborne
on osbornej43@gmail.com. A donation
is required,
with
all
f u n d s
r a i s e d
going
to
British
L e g i o n
M u r c i a
Branch.
Last
year
we raised
€300
for
British
L e g i o n
(Spain).

Forget Me Not is a charity group run by
volunteers for anyone with any illness that
needs a Carer to look after them at the
Social Centre, Camposol B on Monday/
Thursday morning from 10am-1pm giving
respite to the Carer.

t h i n g s
from scary
hedgehogs
to
jubilee
crowns. We
have
men
p l a y i n g
dominoes
with quite a
club going.
We do chair
exercises
with
a
singalong
a
n
d
sometimes
we
enjoy
Play
Your
Cards Right or games like snakes and
ladders and Jenga.

or ring 602 537 532
Tickets are limited.

We
have
a trained
n u r s e
at
every
meeting
as well as
volunteers
w i t h
various
s k i l l s .
Forget
Me
Not
‘Cares for
the Carer’
and
our
valuable
sessions
free up quality time for the Carer who is
constantly in demand looking after their
loved ones every need. Our meetings
provide tea, coffee and biscuits and a free
lunch of sandwiches and chips for clients.
Remember
we
are
a l w a y s
there
for
the
Carer
with
help,
a d v i c e ,
or just a
sympathetic
ear. At every
meeting we
have a craft
session for
those who
want to join
in, making

We would like to thank MAD for their
donation in September, Chatterbox
Ladies’ Group for their donation and
Debbie Shaw who is donating money
throughout the year from certain jobs she
does, Michelle Miles and La Nueva Taberna
for organising a Race Night and Raffle
raising 340€ and our Quiz Night at The
Diner in September which raised 304€.
We can’t thank people who donate to us
enough for their kindness and support. It
makes such a difference to helping us keep
our services free of charge for our clients
enabling us to ‘Care for the Carer’.

We try to organise music once a month
and in September the Ukulele Group
entertained us and they will be returning
in December. In October, Still In The
Groove came to entertain us. Hopefully
the Singalong Group will be back this
month. Our clients really enjoy the music
mornings as do the volunteers.
Wednesday 2nd November - Quiz @ The
Diner, Camposol B
Tuesday 6th December - Christmas
Party @ The Golf Club, Camposol C at 1pm
Full Christmas lunch and Father Christmas
with gifts for our clients. Paul Pryce has
very kindly agreed to host it for us and
sing. Special guests will be Barrington and
Julie who are supporters of Forget Me
Not. Barrington has kindly agreed to do
a couple of songs for us.
Friends and supporters of Forget Me Not
are welcome at 17.50€. There will be a
Raffle with some great prizes.
Contact Ann Vale on Messenger/WhatsApp

costacalidachronicle@gmail.com
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People Are Wonderful
In a little over 4 years, the Lone Gardener
has created on Camposol D, not only a
wonderful garden, but a series of paths
and walks stretching into the campo.
The garden contains plants grown by the
Lone Gardener himself and also a sundial,
drainage ditches and a stunning petanca
court. He has decided he wants to spend
more time with his family in the UK and
is handing over the garden and paths to
the Sector D Gardening Team. Such is
his dedication to the garden, he is training
a small team from the Gardening Team
to ensure a smooth transition. Sector D
Community and Gardening Team want
to recognise his efforts and say to him
‘a big thank you and good luck in your
retirement’. Your garden is in good hands.

Having broken for the summer, the
Gardening Team is back and raring to go.
As you know, plants do not stop growing,
so the work of maintaining the verges,

Hello everyone
It has happened (at last), someone found
the switch and turned the heat down!
Thank you.
I am sure
you all saw
the adverts
for the UK
Macmillan
c o f f e e
morning
held
at
the end of
September.
Chatterbox
decided
to
hold a ‘Tea

gardens and palms is underway, starting
with the pruning of the palms on Covachos.
This involves trimming the row of palms
up to the Covachos/Piteras roundabout
and major pruning of the palms leading
to the top end of Covachos, which were
missed in the summer. We expect this
work to take until mid-November. We will
also be starting one of our improvement
projects, around the Sector D sign and
Remembrance Cross where we will
landscape the embankments with large
rockery stones, stone walling and planting.
Another thank
you to all the
residents
of
Camposol D.
We have been
inundated with
the
bottom
of
plastic
bottles to turn
into artificial
poppies. This
year
there
will be two
displays;
one by the
Remembrance Cross and a larger display
on the ‘triangle’ leading into D.
Having
successfully
completed
the
refurbishment of the bin storage area
on Esperraguera, we are planning 3 new
projects; along Babinas, top of Fresnos and
along Calle Brencas. The third project will
create a fenced-in area at the green waste

and Cake’ afternoon to continue with the
theme and support MABS.
Thanks to everyone who made and
donated the fabulous cakes - together with
the brilliant raffle prizes. Our ladies raised
the fantastic amount of 118€. Thank you
doesn’t seem enough to convey ours and
MABS’ gratitude but it’s the two words
that mean what they say on the tin!!

site on Calle Robles/Nogales. Timelines are
still being finalised, but hopefully November
‘22 and late January/February ‘23. Finally
a big shout out to Kev who ‘set out’ the
work for the bin site on Esparraguera and
contributed to the success of the project.

Joke of the Month
How would you describe your gardening
talents - ‘blooming great’! (I know they get
worse every month, boom boom!)
Gardening Tips
It is amazing how quickly plants grow on
Camposol, especially with a clay-based soil
and how easy it is for a non-gardener to
propagate cuttings. Firstly fill a pot with
compost and water; choose a strong side
shoot with no flowers and cut a piece 2-4
inches in length. Remove all the leaves
from the lower half of the cutting. Using
a pencil, make a hole in the soil and pop
in the cutting. Leave to root and water as
required, (less is more).

hearts, and we try to help in whatever way
we can to ensure the little ones have a
very Happy Christmas, so we ask again
for your assistance:
Knitting: jumpers, cardigans, gloves,
scarves and cot blankets.
Donating: sleep suits, toiletries and the allimportant toys.
Next time:
We will have been to a couple of new
locations for our ‘days out’ and plans for
the Christmas Party will be in full swing.
In the meantime – be kind, it costs
nothing and means so much.
With love
Sue

Moving on:
I know the Christmas word
has been mentioned, but it
is getting ever closer and
the children at Rosa Caritas
need your help. This charity
is very dear to Chatterbox’s
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We hope this article finds you all well and
preparing for Christmas! We have over
the past month been reducing all our
summer tops, in order to make room for
the great amount of heavier winter clothes
which have kindly been donated to us. We
also have some lovely suit jackets which
would be great for the coming winter
celebrations, all at a good price.
We have recently donated 1,000€ for food
to the San Jose Church in Puerto de
Mazarrón. They have a food bank which
helps many families who are struggling to
support themselves on a daily basis in the
Mazarrón area.

would be pleased to hear from you. We help
schools, orphanages and other charities
when and where necessary. Please do not
hesitate to contact us on 603 389 006
and we would be pleased to consider your
request.
Thank you to all the people who donate
to this great charity and to our team of
volunteers.

We would also like to thank Furniture
Plus for their continued support in
donating to us the second hand furniture
collected from clients who have purchased
new furniture from their shop in Puerto de
Mazarrón.
If you know of any worthy humanitarian
causes who could do with some help, we

7€ per adult 5€ per person under 12

Enter our competition on Golden Stars Facebook to win two free tickets

costacalidachronicle@gmail.com
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Hello everyone
It was with great sadness we were informed
that Sue Dennis, our previous chairperson
had died after a very short illness. Sue
and her husband John returned to the UK
recently. Our condolences go out to John.
September
saw
us
return
to
the
Playa
Grande and
get back into
the
swing
of Ladies’
C i r c l e
again.
We
enjoyed our
first trip to
C a l a s p a r ra
and
lunch
at
the
S a n c t u a r y,
with a short
stop to view the rice fields which was
enlightening, especially for me, as I had no
idea rice was grown so close to Mazarrón!
October started with a visit from Andrea
from Andrea’s Animal Rescue & The

The good news is … FAST Camposol has
been given the go-ahead to recommence
full responding duties!

Henrietta
Foundation.
She
spoke
to us about
her work with
the
animals,
especially
the donkeys,
which
was
entertaining,
but also sad
at
times
listening
to
the condition
of some of
the
donkeys
when they first
arrive.
She
gave us an insight into the costs involved,
with all the vet fees, food etc, the work of
caring for them and heartache when the
animals become ill. Some have suffered
and lived in awful conditions and some are
unfortunately not able to be saved. There is
a group of people who support Andrea and
her husband to enable them to care for all
108 donkeys and 30 dogs. They are always
grateful for people who wish to sponsor
a donkey or donate to the charity. They
also need clothing and furniture to sell in
their shops, where much-needed money is

volunteer Responders – our ability
to provide a full 24/7 response largely
depends upon the number of qualified
Responders. Whilst we have just trained
seven new Responders, we are still a very
small team. We are hoping to run further
new Responder courses, so if you can join
us, please contact us on recruitment@
fast2016.org
If there is any doubt about the importance
of the service and the need for additional
Responders:

Additionally FAST is to be included in a
formal ongoing collaborative agreement
with Protección Civil. This will ensure that
our protocols and operational standards
are agreed and recognised by Protección
Civil and will enable FAST to be registered
with the Volunteer Association Directive.
Whilst this may sound rather cumbersome
and formal, it does ensure the long-term
survival of FAST as a valuable addition to
Protección Civil (as well as putting to rest
any questions regarding the efficacy of our
insurance).
Our greatest challenge at this stage
is the recruitment of additional
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A true story by Richard a holiday home
owner in Camposol
Tuesday 13th September 2022, whilst
sitting in my car at the Galp fuel station
on Camposol, pondering the day ahead,
unbeknown to me, feeling quite normal, I
passed out.
Luckily my son saw this prior to paying for
the fuel and hastily raised the alarm on the
forecourt. I was unconscious by this stage,
but in the grip of a major heart attack.
Very luckily for me, and I count myself
to be extremely lucky, there were close
by several members both on and off duty
from the registered charity FAST. They
immediately started work on me with CPR
and a defibrillator, as my hospital report
states I had died prior to the intervention
of FAST.

raised.
We also had a an enlightening talk from
Dave Evans who works at Black Tower
Financial Services on the tax system
in Spain and investments. He left his
email with anyone who wished for further
advice/information.
November Dates
Thursday 3rd - Age Concern are coming
to talk about their role in the community
and the activities they provide.
Thursday 10th - Games Afternoon.
Roger is going to do a musical quiz and
there will be various other games.
Thursday 17th - Carolynn May - her life in
entertainment.
Tuesday 22nd - Dinner Dance @ Mazarrón
Country Club
Thursday 24th - Visit to Cartagena for
shopping/ walking/sightseeing then onto
Rufmari restaurant in Los Urrutias for lunch.
Details will be finalised in November.
For any further information please contact
us on Facebook Puerto de Mazarrón
Ladies Circle

At the same time a very quick-thinking
lady from La Caixa bank rang for the
ambulance and, as the saying goes, the
rest is history. Having spent 5 days in
ICU and 5 days on the ward at Santa Lucia
hospital in Cartagena and several surgical
procedures later, I am now recovering at
home here on Camposol.
My message is not to talk about myself,
although I considered myself a reasonably
fit 62 year old man, but to get out a
message of how quickly things can change
and how, without the intervention of
FAST, their staff, the staff at Galp fuel
station, the general public and the
procedures undertaken by them I probably
would not be here to tell my story.
Now FAST need your help: they need
volunteers to be suitably trained to be
able to help in events such as mine. I can
only reiterate my previous comments that
without their early attendance and early
intervention and procedures undertaken,
my outcome would be very different
indeed. It is certain in this instance FAST
saved my life.
FOR ALL MEDICAL EMERGENCIES
PLEASE CALL 112 then call FAST on
868 487 015 for immediate first aid
support.
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Good Autumn everyone,
I hope this finds you well. After the
rain followed by heat there are a lot
of mosquitoes about so beware! Little
perishers!
We are still having a quiet time in the
shop, so we could do with a few more
visitors! We haven’t seen you for a while,
so come and have a mooch. Ya can’t whack
a good mooch! There are some really nice
items. Autumn clothes are coming in, so
we’re changing our ranges from summer
accordingly! We have lots of books for
those that like to hold what they’re reading
as I do and very cheap, (the books not
me).
As normal we have helped our poorly
animals where we can and one particular
big boy by the name of Tayson (yes that’s

The gardening groups on Camposol have
to deal with many different plants, some
wanted and some unwanted. Unfortunately,
B Clean Gardening Group has now
acquired a plant that they never wanted
and are saddened to have it. It’s called ‘the
last straw’ and has come about courtesy
of the garden waste skips in the lower car
park on Camposol B’s commercial area.

These three metal lumps have been the
focus of problems for some years, with
residents using them for non-garden waste
(we’ve actually found a wardrobe in one!!),
building rubbish and waste of varying
kinds in plastic bags. Whenever possible,
B Clean’s small group of volunteers have
turned out and cleaned up the mess to
ensure that the skips are in the condition
required by the council staff that empty
them.
A while back, as we understand, the
council gave permission to contractors to
use these skips and the volume of dumped
waste increased to the point that residents
were constantly finding the containers full
to overflowing. It seems highly likely that
word of this ‘free waste disposal service’
has got around the locality and the area

the correct
spelling!)
had
a
s e r i o u s
problem in
his
nether
regions,
which
his
o w n e r
insisted on
showing
us - eye
watering
s t u f f .
Paco
has
hopefully
saved
this
lovely softy
who is very much loved. I think he may
visit us again. I do hope so. We like revisits
as it’s nice to know we have helped in a
small way.

As I mentioned, the shop is ‘choca’ full.
Do come and see us. If you could spare a
couple of hours with us sorting donations
and helping us put them out for sale, we
would be so grateful. A big strong chap
who could help with collection and delivery
would be a godsend. Richard isn’t getting
any younger and is finding this part of the
work extremely difficult.

has become an appalling eyesore likely
to attract vermin. It is already attracting
fly tippers who have been dumping other
controlled waste at the site.

Needless to say, the volunteers have been
working elsewhere trimming the trees on
the rambla road and getting ready for
the huge task of hedge cutting now that
Summer is over. Checks will also be made
as to how many plants that were provided
by the group, have been removed and if it
is practical or worth replacing them.

In early October, council contractors visited
after a 3 week gap, but the skips were not
emptied and were filled up again just a
short time later. Under the circumstances,
B Clean volunteers will no longer attend
this site as this is not what the group was
set up for and it is both dangerous and
unreasonable to expect members of the
public to become involved in a potentially
hazardous clean-up operation. We would
suggest that anybody who is unhappy
about the situation download the Linea
Verde app and contact the council as
and when the skips require attention;
eg overfilled or vermin sighted. B Clean
will be placing notices reminding skip
users that the containers are for domestic
garden waste from Camposol only and that
‘Professional gardeners’ are required
BY LAW to have a contract with a
commercial
waste
management
company for their waste disposal.
These notices will be in 4 languages.

costacalidachronicle@gmail.com

Any donations are always welcome,
without them we couldn’t keep going. You
can drop items off at the shop or if that’s
not possible, especially if they are larger
items such as furniture, just contact us
and we will arrange a collection.
Until next time, you know where we are;
behind Consum in Puerto de Mazarrón, 3rd
road on the left in Calle San Juan...you
can’t miss us, our windows are filthy!!

Sadly this is probably the most negative
report we’ve ever had to make and we
hope it won’t be needed again.
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MABS Cancer Support Fundación
Providing practical help and support to
those that need us most
Helpline
First the most important bit. We can
provide:
* Transport with driver to take
patients to and from hospitals
*

Translators to ensure the diagnosis
is fully understood

*

Home carers to provide additional
care when needed

*

Respite and Hospice care in our
Respite Home

*

Medical equipment on
patients			

*

1-2-1 counsellors

loan

to

If you need our help just phone our
Helpline 620 422 410
Recent Fundraising and Donations
Quiz Night
On 14th September, The Diner, Camposol B
held their weekly quiz and raffle, this time
to raise funds for MABS. Thanks to Jay
and the team they raised a very welcome
233€ on the night.

World Coffee Morning
A massive thank you to all who came along
on September 30th to the Respite Home,
Camposol B and to Cat’s Bar, Camposol A
and those who contributed to the bucket
collection at Rendezvous. Thank you to
all the volunteers who gave up their time,
made cakes and the craft ladies for the
cards and other items to sell. Your efforts
and generosity raised a much needed
956.74€.
Upcoming Events
Christmas is coming! Well Navidad
anyway!
Feliz Navidad everybody! (before the
song takes over….)
Christmas cakes are available now to order
from the Respite Home, Camposol B or
by phoning 689 052 123
Prices:
Iced		Un-iced
5”
12.50€		
9.50€
6”
14.50€		
11.50€
7”
16.50€		
13.50€

message MABS Charity Shop, Totana
Facebook or phone 634 313 478 to
arrange collection.
For smaller items, we have donation ‘boxes’
for clothes, bric-a-brac, books etc. in our
Respite Home, Alley Palais, Camposol B
and The Club House, Camposol C.
For more information
http://www.mabscancerfoundation.
com

Helpline
If you need our help just phone 620 42
24 10

How you can help:
Volunteers Needed! – We always need
more volunteers to help out in various
roles:
* Manning reception in our Respite
Home.
*
Helping
in
our shop in Totana
(car share available
from Camposol B) –
general sales staff, till
operators and floor
walkers,
sorters,
checking donations
as they arrive and
preparing them for
sale (washing etc)
and ironers.
*
D r i v i n g
patients
to
their
appointments.
*
Working on our
van, collecting and
delivering furniture
etc. (think of the
saving in gym fees!)
If you can spare a
few hours and would
like to help we would
love to see you. It is
very rewarding work
and makes a huge
difference to those
that need our help.

With your help:
In September we were able to assist with:
105
Appointments
103
Translations
33 Drives to hospital
8 Loans of equipment
Year to date to the end of August:
856 Appointments
807 Translations
276 Drives to hospital
92 loans of equipment

Plus!
We
always
need
donations
of
furniture, bric-a-brac
etc. for our shop in
Totana.
Collections
For furniture and
larger items please
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We are now well into Autumn and with the
cooler weather our volunteers are finding
it much easier to work. The Palm Troopers
are out regularly on a Monday morning
trimming the trees and maintaining
the park areas. Unfortunately, we are
noticeably short of ‘working members’
which means we have to employ people to
carry out some of the work. We have been
lucky this year in that we have been able
to hold our raffles at the Saturday music
nights. We are grateful to Cat’s Bar, Tel’s
Bar and Rendezvous for letting us hold
our Raffles at their bars to raise money.
Over the summer months we have raised
a total profit of 2602€. We are grateful to
everyone who supported our Raffles as
this enables us to maintain our vehicle and
pay for the equipment and tools we need.
We also used some of our funds to pay
Pedro to deal with the weeds and cut
back areas which were too much for our
volunteers.
I have mentioned in a previous issue how
Steve Horne started our group many years
ago. While clearing out some old paperwork
I came across the notes of the very first

Daily Activities
Our Centre, Camposol C is open MondayFriday from 10am-1pm and we have
various activities which everyone is
welcome to join in
Monday – Knitting and Sewing group –
No need to book, just come along.
Tuesday – Vintage Shop for you to grab
a bargain. You can also drop in for a
cuppa and advice and information on our
services.
Wednesday – This Mindfulness Session
centres round you and your wellbeing and
includes our very popular Chair Exercise.
Our Vintage Shop is also open.
Thursday – Drop in for Information or
just have a cup of tea and a chat.
Friday – Men Only Day – to discuss issues
and topics that are important to them.
They are always looking for new members
so don’t be shy; drop in anytime from
10am.
Future Events
Saturday 5th November - Bonfire Night
BBQ - 5€ pp
Bring your coats and blankets and join us
round the fire in our Social Centre garden
for an afternoon of hot drinks, a delicious
BBQ, games and toasted marshmallows.

meeting which took place approximately
20 years ago. The first paragraph I think is
interesting and shows the commitment at
that time. It reads:“A meeting took place at 10,00 on April 5th
to organise groups of volunteers into Zone
Teams in order to create working groups of
volunteers who will clean up and maintain
the zones in which they live. Sector A has
been divided into 7 Zones to break the
larger area down to manageable zones.
More than 60 volunteers attended the
meeting which was an excellent turn out
and demonstrated the commitment some
of the residents of Sector A are prepared
to make in order to contribute to the
community in which they live. This is our
home, and we can all make a difference!”
Unfortunately, our numbers have dwindled
over the years, but our Volunteers do the
best they can. As well as maintaining the
garden areas, we have our Library, situated
in the car park on Camposol A down from
Rendezvous and it is open every Friday
from 10am-12.30pm. Alan looks after the
Post Room and fits and maintains the
locks when needed. Our Volunteers also

Saturday 19th November - Christmas
Fayre @ Camposol Golf Club –11am-2pm
We already have 20 local craft creators
and artisans booked to ensure you grab
a beautiful handmade gift for Christmas.
Entry 1€

empty the
bins in the
Memorial
Park and
pick
up
the nevere n d i n g
supply
of
rubbish
which some
p e o p l e
choose to
just
drop
anywhere
rather than
look for a
bin (of which there are plenty).
Following the death of our dear Queen
Elizabeth II, The Royal British Legion
made use of the Memorial Garden to
hold a service in her memory.
If you have any spare time and would like
to join our group, please contact us via the
information above.

634 325 408
Equipment Loan – 634 306 927 (Lines
Open 10am-1pm Mon-Fri)

Friday 9th December - Jingle Bells Ball
@ Camposol Golf Club.
Music and dancing with Still in the
Groove.
Tickets 25€ from 634 344 589
WE NEED YOU!! - We are nothing without
our team of Volunteers and due to a rise in
clients we need your help! Can you spare
a few hours a week to take our clients
to medical appointments, shopping, or
just get them out for a coffee as well as
befriending at their home? Perhaps you
can spare a few hours a week to help
with our Vintage Store or to help out at
our events. Volunteering is so worthwhile
and makes such a difference to someone
in need so if you can help us please email
ageconcerncostacalida@gmail.com or
call 634 344 589 for further information.
We are now able to take card payments at
The Diner or use our new Paypal service!!
Drop in and see us for further details
Age Concern Social Centre, Avenida de
los Covachos, 2B Camposol C, Mazarrón
Enquiries – 634 312 516
Lifeline Puerto de Mazarrón Area –

costacalidachronicle@gmail.com
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Check at your local Tourist Office for
full details of Events
Aguilas
www.aguilas.org
Tel 968 493 285 – Sat Market
Every Saturday – Antique & Collectable
Market near the Railway Station. From
10am
ProMusica Classical Music @ Infanta
Elena
Friday 25th November - Piano Recital
by Aracil Brothers 8.30pm
Season tickets available for 10€/concert
or individual tickets from 20€ online from
bacantix.com/the Archaelogical Museum
or call 626 476 389
Contemporáneos
de
Coronado
Permanent Art Exhibition – Auditorio
Doña Elena, Thu-Sun 7pm-10pm
Carnival Museum - Visit this museum in
the Francisco Rabal Cultural House to see
some of the amazing carnival costumes.
The costumes will be changed each year to
show those from the most recent carnival
festival.
Open Tues-Sat 9am-2pm & 4-9pm
Ruta del Ferrocarril - Check at Tourist
Office for availability
Alhama de Murcia
http://turismo.alhamademurcia.es/
Tel 968 633 51 – Tues Market
Sport and Leisure organised by the
Town Hall
Complejo
Deportivo
Guadalentín
(althletics, gymnasium, football pitch,
7-a-side pitch, sauna, summer pool)
Weekdays: 8.15am-2.45pm and 3.30pm11.30pm
Weekends: 9am-10pm
Telephone and bookings 659 682359
Polideportivo El Praíco (frontón, tennis,
paddle tennis, multi-sports facilities)
Weekdays: 9.15am-1.45pm and 4pm11pm
Saturdays: 9.15am-1.45pm and 4.30pm9pm
Telephone and bookings 609 319 670
Pabellón Sierra Espuña (multi-sports
facilities)
Weekdays 4pm-10.30pm
Telephone and bookings 968 633 243
Pabellón Adolfo Suárez (multi-sports,
rock climbing, tatami, sauna)
Weekdays 8.30am-2.30pm and 4.30pm11pm
Telephone and bookings 968 639 757, ext
5
INDOOR SWIMMING POOL
Weekdays 8am-10pm
Saturdays 9am-2pm
Telephone 968 639 757 ext 1
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Saturday November 5th - XXII Judo
Games la Feria 2022
Judo Championship and Martial Arts
Demonstration @ Adolfo Suárez Municipal
Pavilion. Organised by Alhama Judo Club.
9am
Friday 25th November - Provision of
XXXIII Night Mountain Crossing @ the
Casa de Cultura. 9pm
Saturday 26th November - XXXIII
Night Mountain Crossing. 6pm
Sunday 27th - Trophies Presentation @
the House of Culture. 12.30pm
Organised by Leiva Sports Group
Friday 4th, Saturday 5th & Sunday 20th
November - Free Dramatized visit
of Don Juan Tenorio 9pm from Tourist
Office. Booking essential.
Saturday 5th November & Saturday 3rd
December - Free Tour of Los Baños
Archaelogicol Museum (in Spanish)
11am
Registration essential
Saturday 19th November – Guided
Tour (in English) of Alhama, taking in such
sights as the Church of San Lazaro, Los
Martires Gardens, Casa Consistorial and
Los Baños Archeological Museum. 3€ (2€
under 12’s). 11am. 968 633 512 to book
There are some fabulous walks in the
Sierra Espuña National Park.
Go to http://turismo.alhamademurcia.
es and click on Paths of Sierra Espuña.
You will find full details of all walks available
and a map that you can download.
Fuente Alamo
Sat Market
Every Wednesday – Hacienda del
Alamo Women’s Association Coffee
Morning @ The Club House 10am-12pm
Lorca
www.lorcaturismo.es
Tel 968 441 914 – Thurs Market
Lorca Castle – general entry 6€. Guided
Tours available in English for 4€ on
Thursdays at 10.30am (22€ to include
lunch), with special packages on Sundays.
Check at Tourist Office for full details.
Saturday 5th November & Saturday 3rd
December - Free Theatrical Tour of
Secrets of the Irish 8pm
Saturday 19th November - Guided Tour
of Historic Lorca 5pm from Tourist Office
(booking essential)
Mazarrón
www.mazarron.es
Tel 968 594 426 – Sat Market
Check at the Tourist Office for information
on Free Guided Tours in Mazarrón area.
There are also a number of free Guided
Walks. Call 968 594 426 to book.

Users Of The Day Centre For People
With Disabilities Had An Excursion
To The Science & Water Museum in
Murcia
On Tuesday 11th October, 32 people,
accompanied by their monitors,
visited the water room, which contains a
set of aquariums and interactive modules
that deal with various aspects related to
water. They raise awareness of the need to
conserve a resource that is as valuable as
it is scarce, focusing particularly on aspects
related to water in the Region of Murcia.
They also had the opportunity to view the
film ‘Lucia, the mystery of the shooting
stars’, in the museum’s planetarium. They
also walked through the Floridablanca
garden and had a coffee at the emblematic
Roses cafeteria, where they were treated
with great affection.
Puerto Lumbreras
Tel 968 436 153 – Fri Market
Saturday 3rd December - 1hr Night Visit
to the Cabezo de la Jara Astronomical
Observatory
Get closer to the stars with the
astronomical
activities
that
take
place
around
the
Astronomical
Observatory. Prior reservation required.
Starting point: Astronomical Observatory.
7pm. (2.50€. Children under 10yrs free)
Discover the historical and patrimonial
wealth of Puerto Lumbreras through
Medina Nogalte visiting its cave-houses
and the Nogalte Castle. From Craftsman
workshop cave house, reception of Medina
Nogalte. 7pm. 3€ (under 10’s free).
Payment due 2 days prior to visit @ ES
12 3058 0204 15 2732000020-City Hall of
Puerto Lumbreras.
Please check availability as some of the
evenings are already fully booked.
Totana
www.totana.es
Tel 968 418 153 – Wed Market/Fri in
El Pareton
Saturday 5th November - Route of
Souls Through the Historical Cemetery
of Totana 5.30pm 7€/5€ children. Book at
Tourist Office
Sunday 20th November - 9km Circular
Route of Natural History to Sierra
Espuña 9am from the car park of the
Nature Classroom ‘Las Alquerías’. €2
contribution to the conservation project of
the Espuña Garden in Las Alquerías.
Registration: murciaturistica.es
Sunday 27th November - Artisan
Market @ The Sanctuary, Santa Eulalia
10am-2pm
Saturday 3rd December - 3.5km Circular
Route through the Sierra Espuña
Regional Park. 10am from car park of
the Nature Classroom ‘Las Alquerías’. €2
Continued on page 46
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contribution to the conservation project of
the Espuña Garden in Las Alquerías.
Registration: murciaturistica.es
From Friday 4th until Saturday 17th
December
Alternative
Leisure
Dynamization Project for young people
between 12 and 17 years old from Totana
@ Espacio Joven Munuera y Abadía. 7pm
Workshops, table tennis, karaoke & dance,
cards, darts & board games. Enjoy a snack

or dinner, but above all, have a good time
in an ideal space to share and interact.
Saturdays & Sundays in November Guided Visit to La Bastida 3.40€ (2.50€
disc) 10am/12pm. Book at Tourist Office.
Saturdays in November - Guided Visit
Museum of The Tower of Santiago
The first level hosts the chapter house that
refers to the lands of Totana; the Order
of Santiago. The second level is the choir

Remember remember an FMA November,
entertainment, quizzes and fayres. All
these things are coming your way this
month to support us in our work and
provide funds without which we would not
survive. Hopefully you can support us

as Golden Stars presents Cinderella. This
popular pantomime will be taking place at
La Molata Social Club at Los Muñoces and
they have generously allowed us to use
this opportunity to hold a Raffle during the
interval. Thank you to them.

Saturday 5th November
Firstly we have a wonderful Christmas
Market and Artisan Fayre. There’s
nothing like being prepared early for the
festive season, so come and buy some
original and unusual gifts for your friends
and family at Oasis Bar and Restaurant,
Bolnuevo. FMA will have their usual
delectable cake and pastry stall, mince
pies and mulled wine, or take your turn
on the Tombola. Also present will be a
professional photographer who will take
a picture (mounted) of your pooch for
just 10€. Time slots need to be booked in
advance for this great opportunity.

Saturday 19th November
More music with Alex Tipping
Carolynn May.

Saturday 12th November
At the time of writing this article we still
had some tickets available for the fabulous
All Skas band, but they will sell out fast, so
get in quickly. Taking place at Buenavista
it’s going to be a spectacular night from
this popular two tone and ska band.
Friday 11th, Saturday 12th & Sunday
13th
More Christmas treats coming your way
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and

Thursday 24th November
Our very popular Fashion Show returns
this month to Hotel Playa Grande. For just
2€, come and support our gorgeous models
and grab a bargain. Thank you so much
to Just Joe’s Hair and Beauty for providing
their expertise in hair and makeup for this
event.
We hope you will find something that ‘takes
your fancy’ from these fundraisers and
come and support us. Further information
about any of the events, tickets, times,
venues etc can be found by contacting our
Facebook page or by telephone.
Finally, please also take time to visit our
Adoption Album which unfortunately
gets bigger by the day. We have a few dogs
who have now been looking for homes for
more than a year. We were more than
delighted when beautiful Nieve was finally
adopted and wouldn’t it be nice to find

of the church, which shows the Mudejar
coffered ceiling of the temple and the
explanation of its chapels. The next level is
known as ‘the bride’s room’, which was the
old house of the bell ringer. The fourth level
cannot be visited as it contains the current
clock. The last level is the bell tower, where
the second oldest bell of the Diocese is
located, dating from 1470. 10am

all the other long ‘residents’ new, loving,
forever families in time for Christmas.
If you are not in a position to adopt, maybe
you would like to try fostering? There are
so many ways to help, so please just call or
message if you would like to get involved.
Thank you as ever to everyone who has
shown us such invaluable support. We are
as ever very grateful.
Please contact the team at FMA for more
information:
Tel +34 711 032 574 (WhatsApp or
Message) Spanish/English
Private message Facebook at Friends of
Mazarron Animals
http s://www. f ac eb ook.
com/Friends-of-MazarrónAnimals-504985486541402/
Join our teaming group.
Donate just 1€ per month.
https://www.teaming.net/
friendsofmazarronanimals
Donations can also be made via PAYPAL
fma.murcia@gmail.com
Bank Account
ES39 3058 0206 9227 2050 7854 (BIC
CCRIES2AXXX)
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D

L

I

A

R

Y

C

H

U

31 words of 3 letters or more.

ANKLE
ARM
BACK
BODY
BONES
CHIN
EAR
ELBOW
EYE
FACE
FINGER
FOOT
HAND
HIP
KNEE
LEG
LIP
MOUTH
NECK
NOSE
SHOULDER
STOMACH
THIGH
WAIST
WRIST

Answers on page 78
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The Winter Blahs & how to
avoid them (part 1).
The Winter Blahs can lead to
many of us feeling low on energy,
but fortunately there are plenty of
natural approaches to improving
energy. The key to improving
energy will differ from person to
person and this has a lot to do
with the underlying causes of
energy loss and can often not be
remedied with a magic pill.
1) Lack of Exercise
According
to
the
American
Heart foundation, sitting is the
new smoking!
A 2011 study
documented 800,000 people and
their sitting habits. The study
found that people who sit the
most, compared to people who
sit the least, have a greater risk
of disease and death with causal
factors including:
112% increased risk of Diabetes.
147%
increased
risk
of
cardiovascular
events
like
heart attack and stroke and
subsequently a 90% increased
risk of death from these cardiovascular
events.
We as humans were not built to sit all day.
We were meant to hunt & move. We have
muscles and joints that are designed to be

on the ‘ups and downs’ of a sugar
roller coaster, (commonly known
as a sugar high and sugar crash),
leaving us feeling utterly depleted,
irritable, tired & unfocused.

used regularly and the more we move, the
better we feel, even if we start off a bit
creaky and stiff! Movement is medicine and
when we exercise this improves oxygen
and blood flow to our cells, helps alleviate
stress, supports hormone balance and
helps balance our blood sugar. Ironically
the less we exercise the worse we feel.
Our energy drops and we want to exercise
even less, thus creating a downward spiral
which can be hard to climb out of. Nip it in
the bud and move every day. It is better
to move every day rather than just once a
week, even it’s only 30 minutes a day. That
is better than no minutes a day.
2) Poor Nutrition
As we age, we need fewer calories and
more nutrients. Our metabolisms slow
down and we move less. Some of us
are retired and move less than when we
worked. We sometimes gain weight and
we sometimes eat poorly and without
stating the obvious, yes we are what
we eat. If we have a diet that is low in
nutrients, we will feel depleted and lacking
in energy as the body doesn’t have enough
ingredients to make or repair cells. Our
bodies need Magnesium and B-complex
Vitamins for producing energy, but levels
of these can be quite low in refined foods
and overcooked or over-processed foods.
Foods that are highly processed, such as
refined carbohydrates, can send our bodies
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Restrictive diets also contribute to
Poor Nutrition. If too many food
groups are excluded, or the variety
eaten is slim, this can lead to all
sorts of nutrient deficiencies and
ultimately to malnutrition, thus
putting more pressure on a body
system that is already struggling
due to the lack of variety of the
nutrients needed. Sometimes,
avoiding food groups or certain
foods is necessary due to ethical/
religious beliefs, allergies or
intolerance, so it is really important
to open up your food world to
include as much colour, variety &
textures as possible. Remember
we have 3 food groups: proteins,
carbohydrates & fat. The key is to
include and recognise the good
guys in this list (eg, good fats –
avocados, olive oil, nuts seeds
etc) and if there are certain foods
you simply cannot eat or tolerate, taking
supplements is a good alternative.
Quite often the most common nutrient
deficiency is Iron. Low Iron levels can
contribute to us feeling unmotivated,
fatigued, weak and tired, yet correcting
this is simple and can have a profound
effect on energy levels. Women are
prone to low Iron levels and if you are
experiencing fatigue, you might want to
consider checking your Iron levels as well
as testing for Thyroid function, as this is
another cause of fatigue in women.
Next month in part 2 of this article, we
will talk about how other factors affects
our energy levels and how we can improve
functionality of both the body and the
mind.
We can provide nutritional & exercise
advice to finding the best balance for your
body. If you want more energy, want to
feel better, or just want to talk to someone,
simply call VaVa Complementary Health
and Wellbeing and let us take care of you.
Namaste, Ashlí
Ashlí Miréla BCompMed. mFENACO/
Naturopath. S.E.N (SANC). DipNut. DipAdv
DTM. DipArom. YTTC.
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Hi everyone
Welcome to my November article. This
month we are talking about Feet and the
importance of looking after them!
Our Feet take a bit of a beating as we
are on them constantly, therefore we
must look after them! Looking after your
Feet should be done on a regular basis,
including having your toe nails clipped and
cut properly to avoid ingrowing nails! It is
also to help detect any fungal infections of
the nails and Feet, bunions and corns that
may need treating by a Chiropodist!

4-6 weeks to keep your Feet healthy and
looking their best!

Feet!
We
are always
on
them,
so we need
to
look
after them
properly!!
Those with
Diabetes
particularly
need to pay
extra care,
because bad
condition
can damage
the
nerve
e n d i n g s
and
blood
vessels in your Feet, making you less likely
to notice when your Feet are injured! This
condition can also interfere with the body’s
ability to fight infection.
Other Conditions Of The Feet
Many foot conditions like corns and
calluses, fungal infections and ingrowing
toe nails, verrucae and athletes’ foot
should be treated by a Chiropodist or
Podiatrist specialist, to correct and treat
the above conditions.
It is advisable to have a pedicure every

costacalidachronicle@gmail.com

Benefits of Pedicures
Getting your Feet or hands manicured
or pedicured can help with physical and
mental wellbeing, as well as them looking
great! You will feel good, your stress levels
will go down and it will help with your
circulation and lymphatic drainage. Your
Feet and nails will be in their best shape
and will help keep other conditions at bay!
At The Beauty Palace we have a variety
of different pedicures, from basic to luxury
and you can add shellac polish as an extra
to keep those nails looking pretty for
longer. All our therapists are fully trained to
be able to detect any disorders of the nails
and Feet and will advise where to seek
other medical professionals if required
During November we have a Double
Foot Treatment: a fantastic reflexology
session followed by a basic pedicure for
49€! The package takes 2 hours, but your
Feet will look fabulous and you will feel
absolutely amazing! Add shellac polish for
just an additional 5€.
For any information please call Corinne at
The Beauty Palace, Camposol B on 968
971 828
Keep your feet smiling
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Emergency Protocol To Help Reverse
Advanced Cancers (continued from last
month)
Please refer to last month’s article for the
complete protocol or email for my free
eBook.
The ‘flagship’ reversal of terminal disease
is actually ‘fasting’. Why?
The body breaks down all unwanted
material in old cellular structures. These
are used for spares to create new stem
cells. Old worn out cells are replaced and
new stem cells are formed. This process
is called Autophagy. Fat stores are burnt
off through a process of Ketosis where we
effectively re-boot our entire physiology
over a short period of 3-5
days of fasting. If this is
too extreme and for most
it is, the fasting mimicking
diet (FMD) should be
considered. This is where
you can continue to eat
around 800 calories a day,
but still get the benefits
of Ketosis which occurs
during actual fasting. This
is because the specific
foods we eat on the FMD
diet are designed to
keep you feeling satiated
whilst the process plays
out. At the very least,
intermittent
fasting
overnight for 16 hours
will get huge benefits, as
detailed in my book. For
some poorly people this
can be difficult to assimilate and action
effectively. After reading this overview,
go to the relevant section in the book for
more detail if you have questions. I am
always happy to answer questions that are
not covered in the book.
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Cooking in water is best, as many oils, when
overheated, can become Carcinogenic. If
you use oil, only use extra virgin olive oil or
coconut oil. When heated, corn, sunflower,
palm and soya bean oils (vegetable oils)
release chemicals called Aldehydes. These
have been linked to various cancers
and neurogenerative diseases such as
Alzheimer’s. Less Aldehydes are created
from cooking with olive oil. Aldehydes
cause oxidative stress, cell damage, cell
death and other related complications in
the body. This is why I prefer to cook my
food in water since it minimizes the risk of
consuming aldehydes. Adding olive oil at
the end of cooking is best while the heat is
far lower, to gently warm the olive oil.

like David Sinclair and the Mashek Lab at
the University of Minnesota confirm that
olive oil turns on that group of enzymes
known as Sirtuins. We now know this
slows down ageing by turning on genes
that control metabolism, promote weight
loss and strengthen the immune system.
Cook with olive oil at your own peril as
once it gets above 365ºF the beneficial
compounds degrade and potentially
health-harming compounds form in the
food including Acrylamide which is known
to be a carcinogen. It is best poured
straight from the bottle as I do on cooked
food which I mainly cook in 1/3 sea water
and 2/3 water.

The demonization of olive oil is a
misunderstood concept, even by many
high-ranking vegan advocates as well
as other dietary camps. Olive oil when
cool is the perfect food with Oleic Acid,
Polyphenols and Resveratrol! Researchers

Cook with as many spices as you like. Try
to include turmeric (curcuma), chili, garlic,
ginger, Himalayan salt (sea water is best
if you can get it, as described in the book
below) and black pepper. At the end of the

Major in these readily
available vegetables like
cauliflower,
broccoli,
watercress,
Brussel
sprouts,
mushrooms,
(especially shitake and
oyster
types,
cheap
button
or
portabella
mushrooms),
radishes,
beetroot
(excellent
for
lowering
BP),
green beans, tomato,
asparagus, sweet potato
and white potato (eat
the skin for the cancer
health benefit), carrots,
red, green and yellow
peppers,
red
onion,
leeks, bok choi, squash,
red and white cabbage,
celery, okra and Spring
onions.

Continued on page 53
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cooking process I use around 3 tablespoons
of nutritional yeast for added flavour. Often
I will also add coconut cream to the meal
which gives an even more yummy flavour.
For a great cheesy flavour use nutritional
yeast. Use generously sprinkled on the
food (full of B vitamins and exceptionally
healthy).
Always top any dish with kale, spinach,
swish chard etc and allow softening into
the food. Alternatively add greens from a
bag of salad as an alternative source and
include rocket, dandelion greens, mustard
greens, collard greens, watercress etc.
Aside from tomato all other veg is best
eaten raw.
*Breathing Techniques
There are two links discussed in detail in
my eBook. One technique is for morning
and the other is before turning out the
light last thing.
Morning breathing exercise:
https://youtu.be/jVnB6G8pAAs
Evening breathing routine (first 4 rounds
max):
https://youtu.be/86OUyDNHzsE
*Always breathe in through the nose to
increase nitric oxide. Fill belly first, then
upper chest. No need to exhale fully - just
let go and repeat.
Cold Shower
Try to get around 1 minute of cold, then
switch to the hot shower for a few minutes
before trying to achieve the 2 minute cold
shower to finish. 2 minutes is enough
time to fully dilate blood vessels, improve
blood flow and oxygenation of the vascular
system helping to lower BP as well. This is
discussed in more detail in my eBook. If you
have a heart condition, do this tentatively
(speak with your health provider), but the
benefit is amazing.
Breakfast Choices (around 16 hours
after evening meal)
Indulge in plenty of fruit which can be cut
into bit sized pieces. You should include
the top cancer fighters:
Grapes as dark as possible with seeds
preferred.
(seeds/whole
grapes
for
blender),
blackcurrant,
blueberry,
strawberries, (tops of strawberry for
blender)
blueberries,
cranberries,
raspberries
blackberry,
loganberry,
gooseberry, plum, watermelon, mango,
prune (1 per meal), pomegranate, prickly

pear, grapefruit, kiwi, pineapple, cherry
and apple.
Mango is great to promote the health of
the liver and liver ailments. It stimulates
the secretions of bile acids and increases
the absorption of fat by cleansing the
toxins out of the body.
Cranberry (dried or juice) is key for
the future development of cranberrybased interventions in high-risk human
cohorts. We strongly support the antiproliferative and pro-death capacities of
cranberries in a multitude of cancer cell
lines and select in vivo models including
xenograft and chemically induced cancer
models. Additionally, cranberry juice is
rich in proanthocyanidins, which are also
powerful antioxidants that offer protection
against molecules that can damage cells
throughout the body, including cells in the
liver and kidney.
Fruits Overview and Preparation
The high content of polyphenols gives
fruits remarkable antioxidant activity and
help to not only lessen the risk of cancer,
but if chosen and blended wisely can
actually reverse even advanced cancers.
The Brandt Grape Diet has, for over 100
years, been the stand out diet to beat
even advanced cancers. When eating fruit,
always try to eat the whole fruit including
the skin. The exceptions are things like
prickly pear or grapefruit, where the
bitterness for some may be unpalatable.
Assuming they are washed well, the skins
of fruit can give even greater benefit than
the fruit itself.

to rapidly reduce insulin and blood glucose
levels. If you unable to walk, use weights
to lift, or do press ups against a wall, but
we need to get moving or do weight and
resistant exercise to reduce insulin levels
as soon as we can after eating. If you are
unable to do any movement then consider
a home Sauna. This is explained later in the
book. This replicates exercise and creates
a similar effect through the sweating
process. Use at least 4 times per week, for
30 minutes at max heat. Jumping in a cold
shower afterwards maximizes the healing
potential.
Oat Meal Porridge.
Weigh 40gm porridge and boil water. Add
to a cup to create the base for the fruit
mix. Place the porridge from the cup into a
pan on the lowest heat possible for a while
to cook. Finally add the fruit and allow the
fruit to gently warm through at the lowest
heat possible for a few minutes. The very
gentle warmth can actually enhance the
delivery and absorption of the vital nutrient
inside the fruit.
Blending Fruit
Blend pineapple centres, strawberry tops,
kiwi cores, apple cores and pips etc. Add to
the blender 2 dessert spoons of pumpkin
seeds and then add enough water to cover
and blend for a few seconds before adding
this to your breakfast.
Part 3 next month
Email
me
for
the
eBook
andrewhurrell2000@yahoo.com

at

The above fruits are
known to have the
best properties and
should be divided
equally into a total
portion size of around
300g to 350g of total
weight.
I
advise
weighing the final
pile of fruit as too
much can cause too
much of a sugar spike
and insulin secretion.
If you are Diabetic,
monitor your blood
sugar levels carefully
and try to do as
much
movement
(walking is great) as
possible within an
hour or so of eating
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Wow November is here - another one of my
favourite months. The weather is certainly
changing and the donkeys are growing
their winter coats. Soon we will have 108
fluffy teddy bears!
A few weeks ago I was asked to attend the
Ladies’ Circle meeting in Mazarrón to talk
about the donkeys and our charity. What a
lovely 2 hours! I was made very welcome
by everyone, so thank you to all the ladies.
We haven’t been to Camposol with the
donkeys at Christmas for two years,
but folks we are back! On Monday 19th
December we will be on Camposol B car
park with 1 or 2 of our four legged friends.
It all depends who is good on the day as
to who we will bring!! We will also have
mulled wine and soft drinks along with
mince pies for you all to enjoy. This is
our way of saying thank you to all our
lovely supporters who have donated to us
throughout the year, so please come and
say hello and enjoy a tipple or two with us.
Everyone is welcome.
The Highs
a
n
d
Lows
Of
Rescuing
Sadly
we
have
lost
our
lovely
old
girl
Platinum
who came to
us in June.
We took her
to hospital in
Alicante as
we couldn’t
manage her
pain.
She
had severe
laminitis in
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both front feet and suddenly went downhill.
The following day, after having meds which
eased her pain, she decided it was her time
to leave us and died. She was very much
loved by us. We are so sad we didn’t get
more time with her.
R.I.P Sweet Platinum.
Our other girl Lucera Platera is also in
hospital with a viral infection. They can’t
seem to stabilize her heart rate or get her
temperature down, so for the moment
she will stay there. She is on steroids and
antibiotics so hopefully this concoction will
work.

Lucera Platera was struggling to stand in the
hospital
.psd

If you are thinking - Christmas
Presents - what on earth do I get for the
grandchildren, husband, wife? Why not
think about sponsoring a donkey or two?
It’s really a great gift. You can send me
a message or see me on a Monday on
Camposol

Our beautiful Platinum,
gallop free sweetheart
.psd
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Paypal
https://www.paypal.me/
AARHF?locale.x=en_ES
Bank Account
Andreas Animal Rescue and the Henrietta
Foundation
Caja Rural:
IBAN: ES 9830185740682015846617
BIC: bcoeesmm018
Every Monday
we
will
be
in
the
car
park on the
roundabout
of Camposol
B when you
can
drop
donations off
from between
11.30am1.30pm.
Look out for
the
yellow
panels on the
side of our
vans. Larger
items
can
be
collected
by
prior
arrangement
Thankfully she’s feeling
or
dropped
much better now
off at either of
our shops in
Roldan or Mazarrón from 10.30am-1.30pm
.psd

Take care from all the team here at AAR

If you would like to donate to the donkeys
we now have 108 - yes 108! If you are
interested please send me a message or
Whatsapp.
For donations:  
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Floridablanca and the Spanish Armada
of 1779
José Monino, 1st Count of Floridablanca,
was born in Murcia on 21st October 1728
and later rose to become the chief minister
of King Charles III of Spain. (He also
served briefly during the reign of King
Charles IV). Many people looked upon him
as being the greatest Spanish politician
and statesman of the 18th Century and
he was someone who saw good relations
with Great Britain as being of supreme
importance. Ironically, for someone who
wanted to be friendly with Britain, once
he was in power in Spain, Floridablanca
spent much of his time leading the Spanish
in a great war against the British and in
1779, he helped organise a little-known
joint French-Spanish Armada whose object
was to actually invade and conquer the
British Isles!
T
h
e
Murcianb o r n
statesman
was the son
of a retired
army officer
who
spent
the
early
part of his
education in
Murcia and
Orihuela and
later
went
on to study
law at the
University of Count Floridablanca c. 1776
Salamanca,
(by Pompeo Batoni) Art
founded in
Institute of Chicago
1218
and
consequently the oldest university in the
Hispanic world. Monino became a criminal
prosecutor in Castile during 1766 and
came to the notice of Charles III when he
secured the Pope’s support for the Spanish
government’s decision to expel the Jesuits
from Spain in 1767. Monino was rewarded
by being given the title of Conde de
Floridablanca in 1773 and in 1777 he
achieved the absolute pinnacle of Spanish
politics when he became King Charles III’s
Chief Minister.
The Murcian chief minister of the king
achieved much while he was in power,
pursuing centralist policies which ruffled
quite a few feathers and antagonised
regional interests and factions. Monino
reformed the Spanish bureaucracy to an
extent by creating a Supreme Council
of State in 1787, which acted as a true
cabinet. He also set about rebuilding much
of Madrid, gave the Spanish American
colonies
more
economic
freedom,
modernised aspects of the educational
system and launched the National Bank of
San Carlos in 1782 (which later became
the Bank of Spain).
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As
chief
minister,
Floridablanca’s
most crucial role was to establish and
maintain Spain’s relations with other
countries across the world. At the heart of
Floridablanca’s early foreign policy was
the desire for good relations with Great
Britain. This desire for warm relations
with the British, however, didn’t last for
long, because under Floridablanca’s
leadership Spain went to war with Britain,
in alliance with France, in order to support
the American colonists who had broken
away from Britain in 1776, at the start of
the American War of Independence. On
16th June 1779, Spain actually declared
war on Britain and immediately laid
siege to Gibraltar. More importantly,
Floridablanca and his ministers plotted
a virtually unknown invasion of England in
co-operation with the French.
Floridablanca’s intended invasion plans
involved the creation of what might be
termed a ‘second Spanish Armada’. The
Murcian statesman oversaw the gathering
together of thirty-six Spanish ships of the
line during summer 1779 and these ships
were then going to link up with thirty French
ships at Corunna and sail for the English
Channel. Once in the Channel, the sixtysix strong fleet was instructed to escort
a great armada of 400 transport ships,
carrying 37,000 French troops, from the
ports of Le Havre and Brest, to the English
coast. This large invasion force was, with
encouragement from Spanish diplomats,
directed to occupy the Isle of Wight and
take over the key port of Portsmouth.
Floridablanca’s government then wanted
to swap Portsmouth for Gibraltar in any
subsequent peace talks.
N o t h i n g
ever
came
of
these
grand plans,
because the
intended
F r e n c h S p a n i s h
campaign of
1779 really
became
a
case of ‘the
invasion that
never was’.
The French
fleet under
the
Comte
D’Orvilliers,
who was the
commander
of
the
José Moñino
(Count Floridablanca)
combined
c. 1783 Prado Museum
fleet, sailed
home
in
September 1779 without ever picking up
the invasion troops from Le Havre and
Brest. Left on their own, Spanish naval
forces also retired to their home ports. The
invasion of England was cancelled! The
French blamed the Spanish for the failure

– Spanish ships were roughly six weeks
late for their rendezvous with the French
and as a consequence, French sailors and
ships began to run out of water and food.
Spanish ships also (allegedly) found it
difficult to sail at speed and in formation.
What the Spanish thought about these
claims is difficult to determine.
Despite the debacle of the failed invasion of
England, in other respects Floridablanca
did quite well from his policy of war with
Britain. In the peace treaty of 1782, for
example, Florida and Menorca, which
had both been captured by British forces,
were returned to Spain. The army officer’s
son from Murcia survived as Spain’s
most powerful politician and statesman
until 1792, when he was toppled by the
Aragonese faction at Court, which included
the Queen’s lover Manuel de Godoy.
Floridablanca’s
fall from grace
was
certainly
spectacular. He
was
arrested,
charged
with
embezzlement,
found guilty and
imprisoned
in
Pamplona Castle
for
the
next
three years. In
1795, he was
exonerated
of
all charges and
released
from
custody, chiefly
as a result of the
tireless
efforts
Painting of Francisco
of his brother, Moñino brother of Count
F r a n c i s c o
Floridablanca
by Francisco Folch de
Monino.
An
e x h a u s t e d Cardona (1797 -1808)
Count
of
Floridablanca retired to a life of seclusion
on his extensive estates, but briefly
returned to national prominence in 1808,
when Napoleon’s French armies invaded
Spain. Floridablanca briefly headed
the Spanish government’s resistance to
France before he died, aged eighty, on
30th December 1808. He left behind him
few written works or memorials, though
curiously, the plant genus Monnina was
named after him.
Little remembered now, José Monino, 1st
Count of Floridablanca, was probably
the most powerful Murcian of the entire
18th Century.
Adrian & Dawn Leyland Bridge
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How the public saved a heavenly sea

meaning that years ago it was wider.

Normally, humans and corporations or
other organisations, profit- or non-profitmaking, hold ‘legal personality’, which
means they are responsible for their
actions at law as an individual or collective
and that they have specific rights as well as
duties – but a body of water in the public
domain has never before been recognised
in this way. The aim was to ensure the
Mar Menor enjoys the ‘fundamental right’
to conservation and protection and its
status has been approved by the Senate
following a petition started two years ago
that gathered over 600,000 signatures.

Known as La Manga del Mar Menor, the
northern part of the strip belongs to the
towns of San Javier, San Pedro del Pinatar,
and Los Alcázares, and the southern part
to Cartagena. It extends from the San
Pedro del Pinatar salt and sand flats in the
north down to the volcanic Cabo de Palos
bay and lighthouse in the south.

Aerial view of the Mar Menor, a mostly-inland
sea and Europe’s largest salt lake
(photo: Wikimurcia)

Banco de Tabal Beach in San Javier,
is one of at least five on La Manga that
earned a blue flag for 2022. Water quality
has to be excellent to gain or keep this
kitemark, which proves that the Mar
Menor’s ‘oxygen crisis’ is episodic, not a
continuous state.

The Mar Menor’s water is warmer than the
nearest open part of the Mediterranean,
all year round and has a handful of tiny,
uninhabited islands in the middle of it.
Unsurprisingly, this, coupled with the
endless spa resorts and golf courses along
the Murcia Region coast, means the Mar
Menor area is hugely popular as a holiday
home or sunshine retirement hotspot.
When the sea can’t breathe:
The Mar Menor needs special protection
as a holiday paradise, as even in winter it
has been under serious threat over the past
three years, displaying the classic signs
of what happens to a marine ecosystem
if society in general does not respect its
environment.
Pollution through industrial and agricultural
leakage, nitrates, excess salt from
desalination plants, motorboats, plastic
waste and other phenomena toxic to the
sea, together with over-fishing, all take
a long time to create a visible, negative
impact in the huge expanses of the world’s
oceans.

Photo: Frédéric Ducarme/
Wikimedia Commons

.org)
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Concerted effort to stop it happening
again:
Petitions calling for action to revive the
‘dying sea’ led to steps being taken,
but with the environmental crisis so far
advanced, existing laws were insufficient
to guarantee its protection or reverse the
damage permanently. This has now all
changed.

Long and hard campaigning to save the
inland sea included gathering hundreds of
members of the public in a human chain
around its shores - a ‘Mar Menor group hug’
(photo by the association ILP Mar Menor)

The Mar Menor is the largest salt lake in
Europe. It is land-bordered on three-and-ahalf sides, so it is fed by the Mediterranean.
The thin strip or isthmus that ‘closes’ the
Mar Menor off from the Mediterranean is
21 kms long but only up to 1.2 kms wide,
although remains of Roman settlements
have been found submerged either side

This narrow strip of inhabited land, known
as La Manga, separates what is essentially a
salt lake from the Mediterranean sea (photo
by the public sector workers’ and pensioners’
protection association, AESFAS - Aesfas

through, the plant dies off, with disastrous
consequences. The water becomes cloudy,
meaning natural light cannot get through
to the marine floor, causing the meadows
of ground-covering aquatic plants to dry
up, die off and disappear. Without this
plant life, the Mar Menor literally ran out
of oxygen. This, known as marine anoxia,
meant the endemic creatures also died
off. The result was hundreds of thousands
of dead fish washing up on the shores in
2019.

Posidonia Oceanica, also known as
Mediterranean Tapeweed or Neptune
Grass, forms a ground-cover on the sea
bed throughout the southern European
seas - particularly off mainland Spain’s
east coast and the Balearic Islands. It
pumps oxygen into the water, without
which no life forms can survive. If the
sea is cloudy and sunlight cannot filter

Marine Anoxia in the Mar Menor has come
in episodes, rather than being a continuous
state – at times of low industrial, agricultural
or tourism activity, the water has become
clearer and plant life recovering, restoring
oxygen which enables the fish to survive.
Conservation programmes are aimed at
dramatically reducing the impact of these
activities on the enclosed sea, to prevent
further cases of oxygen loss. Solutions
might mean restricting water sports that
involve motorised craft, only allowing those
craft that run on emissions-free power,
rechannelling waste output (perhaps by
redirecting rivers or diverting outfall to
controlled areas on land), holding industry
accountable for pollution, community
beach clean-up days where volunteers
collect and sort rubbish for recycling and
ongoing monitoring.
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No greater love has a man than to lay
down his life for another….
This is a well-known saying and very
poignant at this time of year as we enter
the season of Remembrance. Whilst
it might not be universally known to be
a verse from the Bible, it first applies to
Jesus, but many have drawn parallels with
those who sacrificially gave of their lives
and still do, in defence of their nation and
fellow countrymen.
There are many parts of the world that
carry the reminders of the scars that such
conflicts inevitably leave. Each year, many
take the time to visit the last resting place
of loved ones and such graveyards are alltoo full of headstones, many bearing the
symbol of a cross.

execution ever known to mankind. Seen
in that light, it puts a somewhat different
complexion on wearing such an adornment.
For the born-again, Spirit filled Christian
believer, though, the Cross of Jesus Christ
has an added layer of meaning. For sure,
the agony of all that Jesus suffered only
enhances the awe and wonder of what
He did. The crucifixion of Christ was not
a divine error; rather the most selfless
act of grace ever in the whole history of
everything. There is a lot of theology that
can explain all of this in much detail, but
perhaps it can be simplified in this one
statement: “We humans are more sinful
than we ever dare contemplate, but we are
also more loved by God than we ever can
fully contemplate is possible.”

Indeed, many today wear some form of
cross; be it a necklace, earrings, some
other form of jewellery or even a tattoo.
However, if it is suggested that we swap
that for something depicting a gallows, a
guillotine, a gas chamber or something
that administers a lethal dose, then maybe
that is not so attractive. The Bible clearly
states that Jesus died by crucifixion.
Such a symbol of Roman crucifixion speaks
of the most abhorrent and violent form of

No greater love had Jesus than He
gave His life for each and every one
of us.

There is nothing more sad for volunteers
than to see new ‘residents’ arrive into their
shelter, especially if many of the present
ones haven’t yet found new homes.

balanced. Good with other dogs, he really
is a people-dog. Alf is a Mastin-X, 70cms
tall, approx dob.10/5/20. If you have the
space in your
home,
Alf
promises to
bring a lot of
love into it.

If people are looking for new dogs to add
to their home, it really is so important to
consider ADOPTING to give an unfortunate
dog the chance of finding happiness,
rather than paying large sums of money
to breeders of pedigree dogs. Contrary
to what some people believe, there really
is nothing wrong with the vast majority
of shelter dogs. They’ve just been very
unlucky in their lives and will still make
the most wonderful, loving pets in a new
home.
Big Alf is one such lad. Dumped on the
streets from where he was rescued, Alf
adores human contact and affection. He’s
got a very gentle, calm nature and is well-

If we don’t fully appreciate the horror of
crucifixion and we don’t fully appreciate
the price He paid to enable us to be on the
right side at the final judgement of God,
then surely we have not fully understood
what it means to wear a cross. Whether
or not we accept what He has done and

At the other
end of the
spectrum
is Coco, a
sweet
little
man
who
was rescued
off the street
4
years
ago. He had
been
quite
nervous when found,
but he became a
happy, playful lad
in his loving home.
Sadly the family’s
young
mute
and
autistic son wasn’t
aware of how his
behaviour
affected
Coco so the family
reluctantly felt it was
better to rehome
the little dog. Coco
is 7-8 years old and

costacalidachronicle@gmail.com

respond as He commands that is up to
each of us and each of us alone.
I don’t know what you think but it’s worth
a thought.
To find out
more
about
us at Salt
Church Mar
Menor
and
where we are
coming from,
simply
scan
the QR code
which will take
you
through
to our website. We are situated right next
door to Yorkshire Linen in San Javier.
Salt Church Mar Menor @ THE HUB
Avenida de la Unión, 100, 30730 San
Javier, Murcia
Q5W6+GP San Javier, Murcia
what3words: ///examiner.gourmet.directs
Watch us on: Salt Church Mar Menor
You Tube
Pastor Andy Neale
Ministerio de Justicia Numero Registro
217-SG
Codigo de Identificacion R03004811I

roughly 30-35cm tall. He was anxious at
first, but is slowly coming out of his shell.
He would be perfect for a quiet and patient
home environment.
Alf and Coco can both be viewed on our FB
Page: Support Abandoned Dogs/PAPS
in Spain, along with the many other
beautiful homeless dogs in PAPS’ care.
Adoption fee and home-checks apply.
Donations are always welcome, as is
anyone with a free hour or two during the
week to help out with the dogs, or even
from home.
For all queries, please email
animalesperrosdelsol@hotmail.com
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Check at your local Tourist Office for
full details of Events
Cabo de Palos
Market Sun
Cartagena
www.cartagena.es
Tel 968 128 800 – Market Wed
Great music legends for the XXXXI
Cartagena Jazz Festival from November
2nd - 19th
Andrea Motis, Ron Carter, Chucho
Valdés, Al Di Meola, Kenny Garret
and Seun Kuty will perform with others.
Also present will be pianists Iván ‘Melón’
Lewis, Chico Pérez and Moisés P
Sánchez. Regulars of the festival are:
Pedro Núñez and Hermes Alcaraz, with
Elena Sáenz and the quartet Las Causas.
There will also be Steam Brass Band, a
Rhythm of Swing Band and The Big Band
of the Cartagena Conservatory.  
Special attention should be made to Lady
Blackbird who will perform for the first
time in Spain and in Cartagena, after being
the great jazz revelation of the year. All
programming and sale of tickets and
subscriptions at www.jazzcartagena.es

Wednesday 2nd - Elena Sáenz Quartet
The Causes @ Mr Witt Coffee
9.30pm Free
Thursday 3rd - Andrea Motis @ New
Circus Theatre 8.30pm 20€
Friday 4th - Lady Blackbird @ New Circus
Theatre 8.30pm 18€
Saturday 5th - Steam Brass Band @ Icue
Square 12.30pm Free
Saturday 5th - Seun Kuti & Egypt 80 @
New Circus Theatre 8pm 20€
Sunday 6th - Ivan ‘Melon’ Lewis @
Terrace Walls of El Batel 10€
12.30pm
Thursday 10th - Hermes Jazz Meeting @
Mr Witt Coffee 9.30pm Free
Friday 11th - Rum Carter @ New Circus
Theatre 8.30pm 20€
Saturday 12th - The Rhythm of Swing @
Icue Square 12.30pm Free
Saturday 12th - Chucho Valdes @ New
Circus Theatre 8pm 20€
Sunday 13th - Boy Perez @ Terrace Walls
of El Batel 12.30pm
10€
Sunday 13th - Kenny
Garret @ New Circus
Theatre 7pm 18€
Thursday
17th
Pedro
Núñez
Quintet @ Mr Witt
Coffee 9.30pm Free
Friday 18th - Moises
P Sanchez @ New
Circus
Theatre
8.30pm 15€
Saturday
19th
Cartagena
Conservatory
Big
Band @ Icue Square
12.30pm Free
Saturday 19th - Al Di
Meola @ New Circus
Theatre 8pm 20€
Sunday
20th
The
Mambo
Jambo @ Terrace
Walls of El Batel
12.30pm 10€
Wednesdays
in
November
A route that will
reveal the bay aboard
the Tourist Boat, the
defensive
systems
from el Fuerte de
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Navidad and the figure of the great 19th
century inventor, Isaac Peral. From 10€.
11am. Suitable for all ages. Reservation on
968 500 093
Every Saturday until December
Free
Guided
Tour
of
Roman
Amphitheatre
@
Cartagena
11am/12.30pm. Bookings at https://
www.cartagena.es/agenda_ciudad_
detalle.asp?id=2409
READ, THINK, IMAGINE. Francophone
Free Junior Film Festival of the French
Alliance @ El Luzzy Assembly Hall
Thursday 3rd November - ‘Ibrahim’.
(13-15yrs)
9.00/11.30am
Friday 4th November - ‘Le Tableau’. (712yrs)
9.00/11.30am
Monday 7th November - ‘Athleticus’. (46yrs)
9.00/11.30am
Friday 11th November - ‘Five Little
Wolves’
8pm
Friday 18th November - Family Opera
‘The Magic Flute’
6.30pm 3€ (recommended over 5yrs)
Saturday 5th November - Flamenco
with Antonia Contreras & Ramon Caro
@ the Music Conservatory
Register
@
cultura.cartagena.es
Antonia Contreras is one of the greatest
Spanish artistes. The originality of her lyrics
are for the most part unpublished. Juan
Ramon Carohe is a contemporary flamenco
guitarist with a modern touch, respectful of
tradition and is a concert soloist.
Sunday 6th November - Ara Malikian in
concert @ El Batel
Ara Malikian, the renowned musician
will present ‘The Ara Malikian World
Tour’. He is one of the most original
and innovative violinists on the world
music scene. This Spaniard, of Lebanese
origin
and
Armenian
descent,
has
recorded more than 40 albums and
has
created
his
own
orchestra.
Tickets from box office 42€/46€/48€/52€
La Union
www.ayto-launion.com
Tel 868 049 941/692 925 970 – Market
Tues
Los Alcazares
Market Tues & Sat (Los Narejos)
Every Saturday - Open Market from
10am
40 stalls selling a variety of goods on Paseo
Real de la Feria and Calle Los Luisos.
Every Tuesday - Sonrisas Harmony
Continued on page 61
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meet every Tuesday @ the Estribor Function
Room, Los Alcázares. 10.30am-1.30pm
Every Thursday - Spangles Ladies
A Capella Chorus Rehearsals @ Los
Narejos 10am-1pm
San Javier
www.murciaturistica.es/en/san_
javier/
Tel 968 172 041 – Market Wed & Thurs
Every Monday - HAH Help at Home
Table Top Sale @ La Zona Bar 10am-1pm
Every Monday – Friendship Group @
The Garden Bar & Lounge 11am

Every Tuesday & Thursday - San Javier
Squalos Rugby @ Rugby field, PDM Sports
Ground. 12-18 year olds 7.30-9pm. Men
8.30-10.30pm. Women 10-11.30pm.

Call 968 582 107 to arrange group visits

Every Thursday - San Javier Squalos
Rugby @ Rugby field, PDM Sports Ground.
6-10 year olds. 6-7pm

San Pedro del Pinatar
www.sanpedroturismo.com
Tel 968 182 301 – Market Mon & Thurs (Lo
Pagan)

Every Saturday - San Javier Squalos
Rugby @ Rugby field, PDM Sports Ground.
6-10 year olds. 10-11am
Aeronautical Museum – Visit this
museum with photographs and videos
showing various items relating to the
Spanish Military Air Force.
Entrance free.
Open 10am-2pm

I would like to introduce the new multinational
ladies’
Chorus,
Sonrisas
Harmony who will meet every Tuesday
from 10.30am-1.30pm at the Restaurant
A Estribor Function Room in Los Alcázares.

The
race
w
a
s
Average Lap
format
of
an
hour’s
duration;
the slowest

Saturday 5th (9am-8pm) & Sunday 6th
(9am-7pm) November - International
Dog Show @ IFEPA 7€/5€ with voucher

Sonrisas Harmony love to sing, but we
also like to enjoy ourselves and will have
a regular social calendar. If you would like
to come along and meet us, please contact
the Chorus Co-ordinator Lynda on 672
192 222. We look forward to welcoming
you to our friendly group of ladies.

Our Musical Director Valerie Lynch has a

A disappointment awaited as the weather
refused to cooperate. The normal start
time came and went with no wind, so the
first race was delayed for an hour, so did
not start until 12.15pm when a little wind
had materialised. Five boats started; one
took 17 minutes to cross the start line
after the gun, made minimal progress and
soon retired,
while
the
other took
2 0 - 3 0
minutes to
complete
a
lap
(normally
boats
lap
in
9/10
minutes).

Torre Pacheco
www.torrepacheco.es
Tel 968 579 937 – Market Thurs (Balsicas)
& Sat (Dolores)

wealth of knowledge and experience in
Acapella four part harmony singing, so our
programmes will be varied, entertaining
and packed full of songs past and present.

Come along and meet the members. We
are a friendly group of ladies, some who
have been singing together for many
years and a few new members as well. No
previous singing experience required.

What a Disappointing Day
The autumn racing season for SAMM
sailors should have started in September,
but once again other events at CTD caused
a delay, so everybody was really looking
forward to the first races on October 9th.

Santiago de la Ribera
Tel 968 571 704 - Market Wed

boat only completing 2 laps, the fastest 4
laps. The winner was Shoestring Omega
crewed by John Down and Jack Moss.
The wind died away to nothing, so although
the second race did start, it was abandoned
by the race officer after 30 minutes as

three boats had retired and the remaining
two hadn’t even reached the first mark!
For more information about SAMM and
it’s sailing oportunities go to www.
sailingmarmenor.com

Jack Moss and John Down
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Name

Location

Price

Courses

La Herradura

Crtra de
la Palma,
Cartagena

€14,90

Served
buffet

€11

salad + 3 3

Restaurante
Totana
La Granja

62

Starters

Main

3

Dessert Drink

Coffee

Available

no

no

no

Tue-Fri

yes

1 drink

or dessert Tue-Fri

yes

no

no

Restaurante/
Wok Gran
Mundo

Pto de
Mazarrón

The Old
Market
Tavern

Pto de
Mazarrón

€12

3

3

3

yes

1 drink or
btle wine or dessert Tue-Sat
for 2

Viggos

Pto de
Mazarrón

€14
W/days,
€15 Sat

salad+3

6

4

yes

1 drink

buffet

www.costacalidachronicle.com

Every Day

Mon-Wedor dessert Thu-FriSat
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RED – Entertainment
ORANGE – Special menus
PURPLE –Market, exhibitions, leisure & meetings

GREEN – Charity & non-profit making events
BLACK – Fiestas & important events

Please refer to the relevant advert or editorial for more details of events

Please check South Murcia News/SE Murcia News/NW Murcia for more information on some events.
Every Day

Mar, Silencios y Enigmas Art Exhibition @ Casas Consistoriales, Mazarrón (until 12th)
Contemporáneos de Coronado Permanent Art Exhibition @ Aguilas (Thurs-Sun 7-10pm)
Carnival Museum @ Aguilas (Tues-Sat 9am-2pm & 4pm-9pm)
Breakfast Available @ The Old Market Tavern, Pto de Mazarrón (exc Mon)
Fish & Chips @ The Old Market Tavern, Pto de Mazarrón
3 Course Menu del Dia @ The Old Market Tavern, Pto de Mazarrón 12€ inc drink
(Tues-Sat)
4 Course Menu del Dia @ Bar La Granja, Totana 11€ inc a drink (Tues-Fri)
Menu del Dia @ La Herradura Argentinian Grill, Cartagena 14.90€/9.50€ under 12’s
(Tues-Fri)
Easy Horse Rescue Open Day @ Rojales (by prior booking) 5€ children, 10€ adults 12pm

Every Mon

Los Palacios Garden & Community Group Working Party @ Camposol A 9am
Friendship Group @ Los Alcazares 11am

Age Concern Knitting & Sewing Group @ Camposol C 10am-1pm
HAH Help at Home Table Top Sale @ La Zona Bar 10am-1pm
Forget Me Not Respite Care @ The Social Centre, Camposol B 10.15am-1.15pm
		
Andrea’s Animal Rescue Collection @ Car Park, Camposol B 11.30am-1.30pm
Every Tue

Camposol Golf Association Ladies’ Game @ Camposol C 9am
Sonrisas Harmony Ladies Chorus Rehearsals @ Los Alcazares 10.30am		
San Javier Squalos Rugby @ San Javier (12-18 years 7.30pm)
San Javier Squalos Rugby @ San Javier (Men 8.30pm)
San Javier Squalos Rugby @ San Javier (Women 10pm)
Tapas Tuesday @ Bar Hakuna Matata, La Manchica, Fuente Alamo

FAST Training Session @ The Social Centre, Camposol B 10am
Age Concern Vintage Shop Open @ Camposol C 10am-1pm
		
Every Wed
Camposol Golf Association Mens’ Game @ Camposol C 8.30am
Camposol C Gardening Group Clean Up @ Camposol C 9am
Camposol D Gardening Team Work 9am-11.30am
HDA Women’s Coffee Morning @ Hacienda del Alamo 10am-12pm
Guided tours @ Finca Astronomica 7.30pm
Age Concern Mindfulness Session/Vintage Shop Open @ Camposol C 10am-1pm
Every Thurs

Spangles Ladies A Capella Chorus Rehearsals @ Los Narejos 10am-1pm
Los Palacios Gardening/Community Group Bucket Collection @ Camposol A
10am-12pm
Guided Visit to Lorca Castle 10.15am 4€ (22€ inc lunch)
Los Amigos de Mazarrón FC Meeting @ Camposol A 4pm
Mazarrón AA Group @ Cañada de Gallego 5.30pm (please call first on 646 290 420)

costacalidachronicle@gmail.com
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San
San
San
San

Javier
Javier
Javier
Javier

Squalos
Squalos
Squalos
Squalos

Rugby
Rugby
Rugby
Rugby

@
@
@
@

San
San
San
San

Javier
Javier
Javier
Javier

(6-10 years 6pm)
(12-18 years 7.30pm)
(Men 8.30pm)
(Women 10pm)

Tapas Thursday @ Bar Hakuna Matata, La Manchica, Fuente Alamo
Every Fri

Camposol D Bucket Collection @ The Hut 9.30am-12pm
Los Palacios Gardening/Community Group Book Stall @ Camposol A 10am-12.30pm
Los Palacios Gardening/Community Group Bucket Collection @ Camposol A Farmacia
10.30am-11.30am
Guided tours @ Finca Astronomica 7.30pm
Friday Fish Feast @ Bar Hakuna Matata, La Manchica, Fuente Alamo
Age Concern ‘Men Only’ Morning @ Camposol C 10am-1pm

Every Sat

Market @ Los Alcazares from 10am
Antique & Collectable Market @ Aguilas 10am
San Javier Squalos Rugby @ San Javier (6-10 years 10am)
		Guided Visit Museum of The Tower Of Santiago, Totana 10am
		Eco Park ‘Coto de las Maravillas’ open @ Cehegín 10am-5pm
		Guided Visit to La Bastida, Totana 3.40€ (2.50€ disc) 10am/12pm
		Archaeological See of Begastri @ Cehegín 10am-2pm
		Free Guided Tour of Roman Amphitheatre @ Cartagena 11am/12.30pm (until Dec)
		2½hr Free Guided Tour of Historic Aguilas 11am
		Harlequin Rock Choir Rehearsals @ Social Centre, Camposol B 1.30pm
Every Sunday Antique and Second Hand Market @ Cañadas del Romero 8am-1pm
		Dog Club Bolnuevo Beach @ 8.30am Bring your dog to socialise with other dogs/owners
		Car Boot Sale @ Camposol A
		
Boat Trip from Los Alcazares 9.30am-1.30pm
Guided Visit to La Bastida, Totana 3.40€ (2.50€ disc) 10am/12pm
		Archaeological See of Begastri @ Cehegín 10am-2pm
		Eco Park ‘Coto de las Maravillas’ open @ Cehegín 10am-5pm
		Free Guided Tour of Castle of San Juan, Aguilas 11am
3 Course Sunday Roast @ The Old Market Tavern, Pto de Mazarrón 13€ inc drink
12-8pm inc 1 drink or btl wine for 2
Sunday Roast @ Bar Hakuna Matata, La Manchica, Fuente Alamo
NOVEMBER
Tuesday 1

Todos los Santos (All Saints Day) National Holiday

		Monthly ‘B’ Clean Meeting @ Camposol B 4pm
Stamp Collectors Meeting @ Biblioteca, Pto de Mazarrón 6pm
		

Cartagena Jazz Festival (until 19th)
Free Jazz Concert - Elena Sáenz Quartet The Causes @ Cartagena 9.30pm

		Forget Me Not Quiz @ Camposol B
Thursday 3
Film Festival of the French Alliance/Ibrahim @ Cartagena 9.00/11.30am (13-15yrs)
		Ladies’ Circle Meeting with visit from Age Concern @ Pto de Mazarrón
		Jazz Concert - Andrea Motis @ Cartagena 20€ 8.30pm
Friday 4

Film Festival of the French Alliance/Le Tableau @ Cartagena 9.00/11.30am (7-12yrs)
Free Dramatized visit of Don Juan Tenorio @ Alhama 9pm
Jazz Concert - Lady Blackbird @ Cartagena 18€ 8.30pm

Saturday 5

Dog Show & Pet Fair @ IFEPA, Torre Pacheco 9am-8pm
XXII Judo Games la Feria 2022: judo championship/martial arts demonstration
@ Alhama 9am
Free Tour of Los Baños Archaelogicol Museum (in Spanish) @ Alhama 11am
Free Tour of Los Baños Archaelogicol Museum (in English) @ Alhama 11am
WARM Walk @ Rambla de Charrara
Route of Souls through the Historical Cemetery of Totana 7€/5€ children 5.30pm
Free Theatrical Tour of Secrets of the Irish @ Lorca 8pm
Free Dramatized visit of Don Juan Tenorio @ Alhama 9pm
Flamenco Masterclass @ The Music Conservatory, Cartagena
Free Jazz Concert - Steam Brass Band @ Cartagena 12.30pm
Jazz Concert - Seun Kuti/Egypt 80 @ Cartagena 20€ 8pm
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		Friends of Mazarrón Animals Christmas Market/Artisan Fair @ Bolnuevo 11am
Age Concern Bonfire/BBQ @ Camposol C 5€
Sunday 6

Dog Show & Pet Fair @ IFEPA, Torre Pacheco 9am-7pm
Artisan Market @ Bullas 9am-2pm
4hr Monte Arabi Trail Circuit (PR-MU91) + Cave Paintings @ Yecla 2.50€ 9am
Mazarrón FC v Atletico Santa Cruz (home)

		Ara Malikian @ El Batel, Cartagena from 42€
		Jazz Concert - Ivan Melon Lewis @ Cartagena 10€ 12.30pm
Monday 7

Film Festival of the French Alliance/Athleticus @ Cartagena 9.00/11.30am (4-6yrs)

Wednesday 9

SWARM Walk @ Mula
Welcome House Card Crafting Class @ Cehegín 11am

Thursday 10

Ladies’ Circle Meeting with musical quiz and games @ Pto de Mazarrón

		

Hermes Jazz Meeting @ Cartagena 9.30pm

Friday 11

England Lionesses play Japan @ San Pedro del Pinitar Arena
Golden Stars Presents Cinderella @ La Molata 7€ (5€ for under 12’s) 7.30pm
Junior Film Festival of the French Alliance/Five Little Wolves @ Cartagena 8pm

		

		Jazz Concert - Rum Carter @ Cartagena 20€ 8.30pm
Royal British Legion/Wellspring Victory Church Remembrance Service @
Camposol A 11.15am
Saturday 12

WARM Walk @ Los Bebedores
Golden Stars Presents Cinderella @ La Molata 7€ (5€ for under 12’s) 7.30pm

		Friends of Mazarrón Animals All Ska’s Band @ Pto de Mazarrón
		Free Jazz Concert - The Rhythm of Swing @ Cartagena 12.30pm
		Jazz Concert - Chucho Valdes @ Cartagena 20€ 8pm
Sunday 13
Artisan Market @ Mula
		Remembrance Service @ Camposol A 12pm
		Golden Stars Presents Cinderella @ La Molata 7€ (5€ for under 12’s) 3pm
Mazarrón FC v CD Bala Azul (home)
Jazz Concert - Boy Perez @ Cartagena 10€ 12.30pm
Jazz Concert - Kenny Garret @ Cartagena 18€ 7pm
Monday 14

Los Reyes Golf Society Competition

Tuesday 15

England Lionesses play Japan @ San Pedro del Pinitar Arena

Wednesday 16 SWARM Walk @ Bullas
Live Music @ Golf Delux, Los Alcazares from 12pm
Thursday 17
Fiestas del Milagro, Mazarrón
		Ladies’ Circle Meeting with visit from Carolynn May @ Pto de Mazarrón
		Free Jazz Concert - Pedro Nuñez @ Cartagena 9.30pm
Friday 18

CGA Charity Quiz on Camposol B Tapas available before Quiz
Film Festival of the French Alliance/The Magic Flute (Family Opera) @ Cartagena
3€ 6.30pm (over 5’s)

		Jazz Concert - Moises P Sanchez @ Cartagena 15€ 8.30pm
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Saturday 19
Artisan Market @ Paseo de las Comunidades Autónomos, Pto de Mazarrón 10am-2pm
		Guided Tour (in English) of Alhama 11am
WARM Walk @ Caves of Zaen
Guided Tour of Historic Lorca 5pm
Free Jazz Concert - Cartagena Conservatory Big Band @ Cartagena 12.30pm
Jazz Concert - Al Di Meola @ Cartagena 20€ 8pm
		Age Concern Christmas Fayre @ Camposol C 11am-2pm
Friends of Mazarrón Animals Alex Tipping/Carolynn May (venue tba)
Helping Hands Ultimate Tribute Show (Rod Stewart/Neil Diamond/Eagles)
@ Camposol A 18€ incl meal
Sunday 20

Artisan Market @ Caravaca
‘Ruta del Ferrocarril’ (Railway Route) with Aguilas Tourist Information Centre
9km Circular Route of Natural History to Sierra Espuña 2€ 9am
Artisan Market @ Sanctuary de la Esperanza, Calasparra 10am-6pm
Mazarrón FC v Mar Menor FC (away)
Jazz Concert - The Mambo Jambo @ Cartagena 10€ 12.30pm

Tuesday 22

Ladies’ Circle Dinner/Dance @ Mazarrón

Wednesday 23 San Clemente, Lorca
		Fuente Old Guards Golf Society Competition
		
SWARM Walk @ Campo de Ricote
Thursday 24

Ladies’ Circle Trip to Cartagena/Lunch
Friends of Mazarrón Animals Fashion Show @ Pto de Mazarrón 2€ 2.30pm

Friday 25

XXXIII Night Mountain Crossing @ Alhama 9pm
Piano Recital @ Aguilas from 10€ 8.30pm

Saturday 26
WARM Walk @ El Berro
		Murcia Regional League/South East League Orienteering Competition @ Cehegín
		XXXIII Night Mountain Crossing @ Alhama 6pm
Helping Hands Christmas Craft Fayre @ Camposol A 1€ 11am-3pm
Sunday 27
Artisan Market @ Plaza del Castillo, Cehegin 10am
		Artisan Market @ The Sanctuary, Santa Eulalia 10am-2pm
		Murcia Regional League/South East League Orienteering Competition @ Cehegín
		Mazarrón FC v Algezares UD (home)
Wednesday 30 SWARM Walk @ Ojos
DECEMBER
Saturday 3
Santa Bárbara-Archivel, Caravaca de la Cruz
		San Francisco Javier, San Javier
		22km Half Marathon ‘Falcotrail’ @ Cehegín
		3.5km Circular Route through the Sierra Espuña Regional Park 2€ 10am
Free Tour of Los Baños Archaelogicol Museum (in Spanish) @ Alhama 11am
WARM Walk @ Cabezo de la Fuente
Night Visit to the Cabezo de la Jara Astronomical Observatory @ Pto Lumbreras 7pm
Free Theatrical Tour of Secrets of the Irish @ Lorca 8pm
Sunday 4

Santa Bárbara, Mazarrón
Artisan Market @ Bullas 9am-2pm
Alternative Leisure Dynamization Project @ Totana (until 17th, 12-17 yrs) 7pm

Monday 5
		

Special Christmas Remembrance Service by English Funeral Director @
Estavesa Tanatoria, Mazarrón 6pm

Tuesday 6

Dìa de la Constitucíon (Constitution Day) National Holiday
Fiestas de la Virgen, Yecla
Monthly ‘B’ Clean Meeting @ Camposol B 4pm
Stamp Collectors Meeting @ Biblioteca, Pto de Mazarrón 6pm
Forget Me Not Christmas Party - Paul Pryce/Barrington @ Camposol C 17.50€

Wednesday 7

SWARM Walk @ Casas Nuevas

Thursday 8

Immaculada Concepcíon (Immaculate Conception) National Hliday
La Purisima, Mazarrón
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So to Rome! We were glad we ended
here, otherwise for me everything else
would have been an anti-climax. Sunday
was one of our non-ticketed days, so we
set off to have a wander and got the bus
to Trevi Fountain. Chris threw a coin in
the fountain. Legend has it we will be back
and we then walked to the Spanish Steps.
Seeing the flag made me yearn for my
adopted home.

day two at the Palatine Hill and Forum.)
The enormity of it is breath-taking and we
were able to go down into the arena and
look up to where the Emperor would have
sat. Later we were on the first tier, but
you could see how high the ‘plebs’ had to
climb. They must have been watching ants
fighting!

The Forum
Trevi fountain

Our afternoon trip to the Diocletian Baths
was our first experience of the scale of
Rome. These baths were big enough for
3,500 people and were a great start to the
trip. It was also free! I made a simple tuna
fish salad for our evening meal - a treat!
Some of you are probably thinking we are
mad, but our trip was 37 days and for 34 of
them we had eaten out.

Day 2 was at the Palatine Hill and
Roman Forum, part of which you can see
from The Colosseum entrance. What you
can’t see is the huge expanse of the palace
complex on the hill. For me it was more
interesting and it described how Rome
started as small mud huts, then expanded
by a house built by Augustus, until finally a
series of palaces with each Emperor trying
to make it bigger and better. Wandering
down towards The Forum felt a bit of an
anti-climax. I think it was a bit of overload
and tiredness

The Colosseum

Monday was The Colosseum and our
apartment was a 5-minute walk to the
Metro. (A 2-day full experience ticket
allowed one day at The Colosseum and
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Titus Arch

Our fourth day in Rome was reserved
for the Vatican Museum. I’d booked

the tickets on line, but right until the last
minute wasn’t sure if Chris would make
it. Using ibuprofen gel and strapping his
leg, he set off to walk to the metro at
Termini, (about 15 minutes). He is pretty
determined, some might say stubborn, but
we got to the Vatican. Once you arrive you
are swept up into the lane for pre-booked
visitors and swap your voucher for a ticket,
then pick up an audio guide. It was 7€ and
although the commentary was fine, the
devices were old and unreliable and we
had to swap one in the first 5 minutes. The
museum and gallery staff in the big cities
in Italy seem to have been chosen for their
lack of warmth and charm!
There is too much to see in one visit and
the rooms themselves are as magnificent
as some of the exhibits. What struck me
was the volume of treasures owned by
the Vatican; items either stolen, bought
or gifted from all over the world - better
Egyptian artefacts than Cairo and more
Greek urns than Athens. It was busy on a
level greater than anywhere else, making
some parts (Raphael section) impossible
to appreciate. Chris did a shortcut to the
Chapel after we persuaded one of the staff
to let him use the lift. His first response
was “He’s not in a wheelchair!” Well spotted
mate, but eventually reluctantly he let him
use the shortcut. These big sites are not
for the fainthearted and most of them are
not adapted. (I had a laugh with another
English woman at the Forum where I used
the disabled toilet as there was the usual
queue at the Ladies. The toilets were on a
level piece of ground with three flights of
stairs down and four up and a very narrow
entrance, with a wheelchair access sign!!)
The chapel was magnificent and Chris was
glad he made it, but I could see he was in
pain. We chatted about our final day and
Chris decided just to rest, even though
there was still so much to see. I found
an Airbnb experience going to Mercado
Trionfale.
Our final day both in Rome and of the whole
trip - I set off on the bus to The Vatican
market to meet Sabrina. What an amazing
time I had with her. We wandered around
looking at products. She knew everyone!
She talked about where things came from
and then we started eating! WOW! First
Continued on page 71
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stop, an antipasto called suppli; a Roman
version of arrancini. It was absolutely
delicious, stuffed with stringy mozzarella.
A slice of Roman pizza, which is just flat
bread with a crispy bottom was followed
by two thinly sliced pieces of mortadella
with pistachios. We stopped at a wine
stall and out came the tea towel! I opened
the bread, popped in the mortadella breakfast with a glass of white wine. Next
stop was an old guy’s stall with charcuterie
and cheese. Here there was prosciutto,
mortadella, dried pork, brawn and 2 types
of parmesan, a vegetable stall run by the
producer for some new season’s broad
beans and finally we stopped at another
family stall for porchetta and bread. The
owner got us a table, the tea towel was
retrieved from the previous spot and the
final tastes. Raw beans with pecorino and
the final one the porchetta. What a taste
sensation and at each one there was too
much so I had extra for Chris! We ended
at a coffee stall and I wanted to buy food
for our last meal, so Sabrina came with me
and I bought strawberries, wild asparagus,
a type of broccoli with leafy stalks and
fabulous steak and Umbrian wine. She was
a really interesting person who had been a
‘couch surfing host’ and now offered Airbnb
accommodation and food experiences. In
the evening the remains of my food tour
made an antipasto then the steak with the
vegetables followed by the strawberries
and all washed down with the lovely wine.
A fitting end to the trip.

Time for a bit of reflection.
I realise many of you may have been to
some, or all, of the places we visited. I
have no real desire to return again to
any of the cities, but both Slovenia and
Croatia could be on the list for visits to the
rural parts in our new motorhome. Overall,
it was a good trip, and very safe, not like
some of our more exotic trips. Safe, in
the sense that everywhere people spoke
some English, but we did try and learn a
few words in Croatian, which thankfully is
very like Slovenian. Safe, in the sense most
trains were clean and well maintained. I
remember the dodgy trains in Egypt and
India and the buses in Turkey.
We met some lovely people using Airbnb
to find local walking guides and food
experiences. Our accommodation was
mainly good, but more apartments might
have been better. Travelling by train worked
well as you arrive in the centre of the city.
Zagreb, Ljubljana and Vienna are beer
drinkers’ paradise, while wine is king in
Italy. I haven’t added up everything we
spent, but it is probably equal to two trips
to SE Asia or India. We thought Italy in
particular was so expensive for often poor
service and average food. However, that is
because Spain is cheaper. An Englishwoman
said she thought it was comparable to
London.
On the negative side, there is a staggering
amount of mindless graffiti in many of
the cities; Zagreb possibly the worst. In
Vienna, Zagreb, Ljubljana and Florence,
people on bikes delivering food were a
constant source of danger as they rarely
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used the roads. I also feel people seemed
focussed on themselves, unaware of others
around them, glued to their phone screens
or chatting using buds - no ‘excuse me’ just
either barging through or occupying the
whole of a pavement or walkway. Also, the
fascination with selfies with major sights in
the background is beyond me, but then I
am a fully paid up grumpy old woman!
Venice is unlike any other city I have
ever seen; an absolute rabbit warren.
Vienna was clean, very Austrian and with
an excellent transport system. Cafés and
restaurants were organised and food was
good quality and very efficiently served.
Zagreb is very like Vienna architecturally,
(they were both part of the same empire),
and they have the same efficiency, but with
Croatian warmth and charm. Ljubljana
is stunning and I absolutely loved it; very
walkable with a lovely river in the centre
and some gorgeous Art Nouveau buildings.
The Slovenians were even more friendly
than the people in Croatia. Our little spot
in Miramare was an excellent place to stop
and regroup. Trieste was probably worth
a visit on its own. I loved the fabulous
architecture in Florence, but it was hard
to enjoy given the volume of visitors.
Sorrento was a good choice for Pompeii
and Herculaneum and everyone said
Naples was edgy. Finally, Rome. We were
very central, near the main railway station
and well placed for our itinerary. The scale
and size of everything shouts this is the
capital city, look at me.
I hope you have enjoyed reading about our
adventures.
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Lest We Forget
In a few days we will, once again, gather
at the Memorial Garden on Camposol
A to remember all those valiant men
and women who gave their lives for their
country in the many conflicts around the
world and over the centuries. It is a great
privilege for Wellspring Church to have
been asked to lead this service.
On 11th November we will gather and with
heads bowed. We will give thanks to each
and every one of those who lost their lives
and for their unselfish faithfulness.
The Armistice, an agreement to end the
fighting of the First World War as a prelude
to peace negotiations, began at 11am on
11th November 1918 and since then time

has marched on and further battles have
taken place. Each of these battles is now
remembered on what we often call Poppy
Day. Whether the battle was long lasting
or short, with great loss of life or not,
every life lost is precious to someone. The
memories continue on and this annual
service is our opportunity to give collective
thanks for individual lives lost in service to
their country.
Our memories and our sadness will be
mixed with thanksgiving to God for their
sacrifice and the knowledge that because
of their obedience to the call we can live in
greater safety and peace.
Wellspring Church will also meet, as we
do every week, on Sunday 15th November
and will observe the two minute silence.
Part of our weekly service is to remember
the sacrifice God the Father made when
He sent His only son to earth that He,
Jesus, might be the supreme sacrifice for
all people.
John 3:16 tells us:
For God so loved the world that He gave
his one and only Son, that whoever
believes in Him shall not perish but have
eternal life.
The sacrifice of the brave men and women
who fought for their country did so that we
might have physical peace in our lives.
Jesus came that we might have spiritual
peace; that is peace with God. The Bible
tells us that all mankind has fallen short
of the standards God sets for His people.
Everyone has sinned, whether we have
lived a life of good deeds or not, we
can’t, by ourselves, achieve the standard
required, but the good news is that Jesus
came to pay the price for my sin and yours.
No matter how far short we have fallen
from the glory of God, Jesus made a way
for all who will accept this amazing gift of
eternal life to receive full and everlasting
forgiveness. This brings assurance of
eternal security with the Father.
As you remember and give thanks this
year for all those brave people who died
serving their country, whether in uniform
or civilian, will you also give thanks to
God for His Son Jesus who came to earth
for you and me. Jesus willingly went to
the cross to die for all who would accept
Him and now He stands at the right hand
of God ready and willing to speak on our
behalf and show to the Father the scars
of sacrifice which buys our place in the
Kingdom.
If you want to know more about this
wonderful Saviour who bought us peace
with God, why not join us any Sunday at
11am. We meet in the room above Trevi
Bar, Camposol B and you will be made very
welcome.
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Our game for September was on the 29th
at Aguilon Golf Resort near Aguilas and
despite a strong wind, the conditions were
ideal for our golf day. Coffee and bacon
rolls were given to each of our 36 members
to start their day and with the course in
great condition there was nothing more
you could ask for.
Everything
was right for
Kevin Jones
who
came
in as Overall
Winner with
40
points
scored off a
16 handicap,
which
also
gave
him
top
spot
in
Division
O n e .
Second
in
that division

was Roger Olorenshaw with 33 points,
but it was John Downie who was overall
Runner-Up with 34 points, winning Division
Two just ahead of Roy Alderslade who had
30 points on his score card.

John Dowie with Captain Ken Blakeman

Meanwhile in Division Three, Mark Rowe
took first prize, also with 30 points, with
Laurence Willey a close second with 28
points.

Overall Winner Kevin Jones

If you are interested in a bit of fitness,
fun and socialising, why not pop on to
our Facebook page, head for events or
posts and come and try out some of
the fun games we get involved in? Our
events, which cover most ages, include
walking netball, rounders, walking football,
petanca, walks with experts, paddle
boarding in the summer and over the
winter a couple of hours of playing board
games and socialising at one of the local
bars on Camposol A.
This is the experience of one of our new
friends; Diana said “Joining this group
has allowed us to meet new people and
make new friends, something that was
very difficult to do when we first arrived in
September 2020 during the pandemic. We
started by joining the petanca on a Monday
afternoon, which unsurprisingly moved to
a Friday evening in the summer. We were
made to feel so welcome, everyone was so
friendly. The introduction of board games
on a Tuesday afternoon was a great idea
and we’ve been attending this. It is lovely
to see new faces. What we love about
the Camposol Free Community Sports
Group is that whatever your age, fitness
or ability, you are made to feel a valued
member of the group.”

Nearest the Pin winners were Kevin Jones,
Gerry McRobert, Roger Olorenshaw and
Dave Mitchell, with the Two‘s Pot money

We recently arranged a petanca knock-out
tournament with eight teams competing to
win the coveted Petanca Cup. Gold medal
& cup winners were team F.A.D, with Las
Chicas winning the Silver, Six Shiny Balls
taking the bronze and the wooden spoon
went to the Silent Assassins. I hear the
partners of Las Chicas got fed up listening
to their bragging that they buried their
medals somewhere in their back gardens.
Listening to the chatter and laughter made
the organising all worthwhile.  

equally shared between Kevin, Gerry and
Roger.

Mark Rowe Winner of Division Three

Our next game is on Wednesday November
23rd at Saurenes Golf Resort
If anyone would like more information
about Fuente Old Guard please contact
us at info@ fuenteoldguardgolfsociety.
com
Dave May

A big thank you to our sponsors and to
those who have donated various pieces of
equipment and board games to help get
us started.  
Come give us a try!

We are also pleased to announce we are
supported by Camposol D Community &
Gardening Group and look forward to a
fantastic working relationship with them.
We are also working with Camposol 2025
on some ideas for exercise stations and a
safe recreation area for owners and their
dogs within the community.
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For Straight Down the Middle Golf
Society’s September monthly competition,
28 players set off to Desert Springs with a
mixture of trepidation and anticipation of
a challenging day of golf. As always the
course was in spectacular condition and
after a bacon roll and a coffee, we made our
way to the first tee, where we were greeted
by the club professional and his assistant,
who
gave
us
some
valuable
a d v i c e
b e f o r e
setting us off
(I wish I had
listened!).
T h i s
probably
didn’t
help
as
they
continued to
stand
and
watch
as
we all took
our
first
Ian Stewart Winner
tee
shots.
Section A
.psd

It was an early start on Monday 3rd October
for the 28 Los Amigos Golf Society
members who travelled to La Serena Golf,
Los Alcazares for our monthly competition.
The format that day was Singles
Stableford.
The
course,
although
in
very
good
condition,
is
extremely
tricky,
with
water hazards
on 16 of the
18 holes. Many
m e m b e r s
unfortunately
i n c u r r e d
penalty shots
by finding the
water several
times. By the
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There were
a
mixture
of ‘Out of
B o u n d s ’,
‘Into
the
Pond’
and
‘ To p p e d
D r i v e s ’,
but we all
survived and
went on to
experience
the
long
c a r r i e s
and
tight
fairways for
the rest of
the course.

refreshments.
T h a n k s
again to the
management
for
their
hospitality.
Results:
Section A
Winner – Ian
Stewart
Runner-Up –
Mick Shore

Mick Shore Runnerup Section A &
Nearest Pin Hole 14
.psd

Thanks go to
all the staff at Desert Springs for providing
us with a first class facility in first class
condition.
After what was a very long day we all made
our way back to Trevi Bar on Camposol
B for prize giving and some well-earned

time
they
reached the
18th
hole,
some were
heard to say
“I don’t like
this course.
T h e r e ’ s
too
much
water!”
The winner
of
the
competition
was
Eddie
2nd Harry Pearson
Harrison
with 37 points. Eddie is a member of La
Serena and his local knowledge of where
to place his shots certainly paid off.

Winner Eddie Harrison
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Second on countback was Harry Pearson
with 33 points, with Jim Niblo 3rd on the
same score and Mick Drummond 4th, also

Section B
Winner
–
Lawrence
Willey
Runner-Up –
Drew Stewart

Lawrence Willey
Winner Section B

.psd

Nearest Pin
Hole 2 - Jim Niblo
Hole 14 - Mick Shore
2’s Club Winners - Jim Niblo, Lawrence
Willey & Mick Shore

on countback, on 32 points.
Nearest
the
Pin
Winners:
Hole 3 - Jim
Niblo
Hole 9 - Mick
Daly
Hole
15
Gary
Greenfield
Hole
17
Gordon
Neilson
Prizes were
3rd Jim Niblo
presented
on the terrace at the Course by our new
Captain Gary Greenfield.
Our next Away Day is on Monday 7th
November at Saurines de la Torre Golf.
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Club de Golf 2022 Championships
Thank you to all the players that took part
over the two days and to the committee
for their help and support. It’s a team
effort. Last but by no means least, thanks
to the gods for making the sun shine. I had
feared the worst.
2022 Men’s Club Champion was Derek
‘Degsy’ Deegan with 70 points winning 50€
and of course his name will be added to
previous winners on the trophy.
2nd - Dennis Jones - 68 points winning 40€
3rd - Eugene Toye - 67 points winning 30€
4th - Will Devine - 66 points winning 20€
2022 Ladies Club Champion was Elaine
Willetts with 68 points winning 50€ and of
course her name will be added to previous
winners on the trophy.
Nearest the Pins
Hole 3 - Dennis Jones
Hole 5 - Dennis Jones
Hole 11 - Joe Lawlor
Hole 13 - Bill Donald
Men’s longest drive on hole 16 - Thomas
McQuilter
The Clubhouse Committee
CGA Men’s Wednesday Group
The Competition was played in very damp
conditions with heavy dew over night
making putting conditions very tricky. The
Competition was first 6 holes 3 to count
then 2 followed by 1. On holes 7 to 12, 2
scores to count. On the last 6 holes 1, 2,
3 to count. Eight three balls took to the
course, the sun broke through and a great
day was had by all.

3rd - J Layland, Bernie, A Kirk - 81 points
There were five 2’s (too many to mention).
Eugene Toye
CGA Competitions’ Secretary

CGA Charity Quiz
This will be held on the 18th November
at the Trevi, upstairs in their restaurant.
Optional Tapas will be available before the
Quiz at €2 each or 6 for €10.

Ladies’ Tuesday Group
On Tuesday 27th September the Group
held their half yearly Fun Day and
Lunch. A great team game of Sixes was
played in perfect weather, followed by an
excellent lunch at The Diner where we had
lovely food with very generous portions,
completed by a super cheese board and a
Port or Baileys.
Results:
Winning Team - Jean O’ Conner, Hayley
Barker, Maura Parsons and Alison Vasey
with a score of 91 points, but there were
prizes for everyone.
Nearest the Pins
Sue Brew hole 3
Hayley Barker hole 5
Vron Porter hole 11
Alison Vasey hole 13
Nearest the ditch on hole 2 Irene Langley

Cheque to MABS
.psd

MCs will be Phil and Ida Halton who are
sure to make it a fun evening whilst we
raise money for worthy causes. There
will be 6 in a team. If you would like to
take part please email bettylloyd1560@
hotmail.com

Many thanks to the generous sponsors: The
Clubhouse Golf Club, Cat’s Bar, The Diner,
Debbie & John Murray and Jean O’ Conner.
Debbie McLaughlin

Results:
1st - J Venables, G Davies, S Rowbotham
- 83 points
2nd - D Deegan, C Reid, T Andrew - 81 C/B
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Cheque to Age Concern
.psd

The CGA recently gave 450€ to each of
last year’s chosen charities FAST, MABS
and Age Concern.
Cheque to FAST

.psd

Betty Roberts
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The start of the new football season in
September was greeted with plenty of
enthusiasm by Los Amigos de Mazarrón
FC members who were looking forward to
Mazarrón FC’s first season back in the
Preferente Autonomica, despite having
been relegated in the previous season.
A successful pre-season, which had seen
only two games out of ten friendlies lost,
gave hope that an early return to the
Tercera Division would be possible and
a larger than usual playing squad has
been recruited with 23 players under new
Manager Paco Luna.
Los
Amigos
members
supported
Mazarrón FC with increased numbers
of season ticket sales and a lot of new
supporters came along to the opening
games. The season began with a difficult
trip to Aguilas who had finished second in
the league last season and reached the
play-off final, where they lost narrowly.
Mazarrón fell behind twice, but came back
strongly on each occasion and goals from
Taborda (penalty) and David Ardil earned a
welcome point in a 2-2 draw.
The first home game was against more
tough opposition in SFC Minerva who
reached the play-offs last season after
finishing third. Mazarrón welcomed back
captain Chiky Ardil after his beach soccer
duties with the Spain National Team and
he took just eight minutes before giving
Mazarrón the lead. Minerva equalised just
before half-time and despite Mazarrón’s
best efforts, the game ended in a 1-1 draw.
Next was a trip to CD Algar, the scene
of Mazarrón’s last promotion back in
the 2017/18 season when they won the
play-off final for promotion to the Tercera
Division. In a repeat of the first away game
at Aguilas, Mazarrón twice fell behind, but
again recovered to force a 2-2 draw thanks
to goals from Chiky Ardil and Carlos Rivas.

by scoring all four goals in Mazarrón’s
4-0 win. The winner of the Award will be
decided at the World Beach Soccer Gala in
Dubai on 9th November. This is the second
time that Chiky has been nominated.

Mazarrón’s unbeaten run continued,
albeit with another 1-1 draw in the away
game at La Aljorra when central defender
Lopez gave them the lead, only for La
Aljorra to equalise in the second half with
a hotly disputed penalty.

The meal at
Bar Velasco
on
13th
September
was
again
v e r y
successful
and
we
were
well
entertained
not
only
by
the
excellent
s i n g e r
R e e s ,
but
also
Mazarrón
FC’s
Evening at Bar
President
Velasco.
D i e g o
Arango who
showed why he is respected as a singer
with an impromptu performance.

Mazarrón’s home games are normally
played on Sundays. Kick-off times are not
normally known until the Tuesday before
the game. Full details are advertised in the
local media, fb.me/mazarron2016 and
on posters at various points throughout
Camposol and Mazarrón.

We were saddened to hear of the death of
our former Treasurer Patsy Davies. Patsy
and her husband Robert were both very
active members of Los Amigos in the
early days until they moved to the San
Pedro area of Murcia. We send our sincere
condolences to Robert and the family.

Chiky world best nomination

.psd

.psd

Although they were unbeaten after three
games, Mazarrón really needed a victory
to start climbing the table and this was
achieved in some style in the next home
game against CD Lumbreras. Chiky Ardil
celebrated his nomination for the World
Beach Soccer Player of the Year award
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Admission prices for the 2022/23 season
are €8 for adults, €4 for juniors (12-23yrs)
and free for juniors under 12yrs.
Forthcoming fixtures:
6th November - Atletico Santa Cruz
(home)
13th November - CD Bala Azul (home)
20th November - Mar Menor FC (away)
27th November - Algezares UD (home)
11th December - Aguilas FC (home)
18th December - SFC Minerva (away)
Our supporters’ bar under the main stand
has re-opened after a year’s absence and
has proved very popular before each game
and at half-time, so why not call in for a
drink, a packet of crisps and a chat before
the game?

Celebrating win over CD Lumbreras

at our weekly meetings or email our
Membership Secretary, Russ McMillan at
8254981@gmail.com

Los Amigos Supporters’ Coach
Subject to demand. The coach leaves from
Camposol B lower car park. The cost is €10
for members and €12 for non-members.
Please email janperks1@gmail.com to
book well in advance of each away game.
Payment can be made at our Thursday
meetings.
Memberships were due on 1st August and
last for twelve months. Membership is €20
and members and a partner will be entitled
to discount on coach travel to away games
and to all social activities. Members only
are allowed to attend monthly business
meetings. Membership forms are available

Patsy Davies

.psd

We have decided that the Annual Gala
Celebrations will not take place next year.
Rising costs at the hotel for meals and
rooms, together with air fares for visiting
celebrities mean that it may no longer be
financially viable. We are, however, looking
at holding a smaller Dinner Dance at a
local venue as well as a Race Night in the
New Year. We will announce details as soon
as possible.
Los Amigos meet every Thursday, at
Mariano’s Bar & Restaurant, Camposol
A at 4pm. All are welcome except at the
monthly Business Meeting on the last
Thursday in each month which is open to
members only.
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A great day was had by all on 22nd
September at Altaona Golf Resort, when
a full compliment of 36 players took part
in the 2022 Mazarrón Country Club
Annual Golf Championship.
Lots of great
scores came
in on this
wonderful
course and
s e v e r a l
challenges of
the Nearest
the Pin par
3 holes were
made,
but
only
four
winners
of
some
very
close results,
those being
D a v i d
Rousett, Keith Docking, Ian Pragnell and
Lyn Leigh, all winning a prize supplied by
one of our sponsors.

Altorreal
Report

The
award
presented
for
loyalty
to
the
competition,
w h i c h
has
been
r u n n i n g
for
several
years now,
was awarded
to our dear
player
and
neighbour
Brian
Hills
who
was
very surprised and proud to receive it, so
well done Brian and keep playing well.
Prizes were given in four other categories
and in a very rare occasion we awarded
the men’s and ladies winner trophies to a
husband and wife players. The list of prizes
awarded is below along with some pictures
of the day.

Match

Los Reyes returned
to one of our favourite
courses, Altorreal, for
our October fixture.
We were very lucky
with the weather as
the day started off
with warm and humid
conditions, only to turn
into thunderstorms on
our journeys home.
With an excellent score of 35 points, the
Winner of Division 1 was Ken Blakeman.
Mark Palmer and Phil Leeming also played
well with scores of 32 and 30 points
respectively.

Men’s Winner - Mark Leigh
Men’s Runner-Up - Bernard West
Ladies’ Winner - Lyn Leigh
Guest Winner - Ian Pragnell
May I also
take
this
opportunity
to
thank
the rest of
the
team,
Maggie Shea
and
David
Mitchell for
all of the
work carried
out to make
this
and
previous golf
competitions
the success they have been.
We look forward to the next one and thank
you for the continued support.
Bernadette Blakeman

reduction as well
as
a
definite
promotion
to
Division 1! Hans
Hedendahl was a
very close runner
up with 29 points,
closely followed
by Terry Rooke
on 28 points.
Nearest the Pin
Winners on the
par 3s were Mark
Palmer (5th), Malcom Archibald (8th), Roger
Olorenshaw (10th) and Dave Mitchell (17th).
Our next fixture is at La Serena on Monday
November 14th.

With another impressive score of 30
points, Paul Western won Division 2 again
and will, as a result, receive a handicap

costacalidachronicle@gmail.com
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CLASSIFIEDS

BOXED CLASSIFIEDS - 10€
To Place a Boxed Advert:

WANTED all types of tools.
Antiques, Collectables, & Vinyl records.
TEL:626 421 623
pauljessop@hotmail.com

Please
email
costacalidachronicle@
gmail.com putting boxed classified advert
in the subject box.

Volunteers made welcome at
“B” Clean Gardening Group.
Contact us via our Facebook Page
“B Clean” Community Gardening.
If you would like to help, you can call Colin on
727 770 944 or Jim on 603 350 402

Alternatively you can call us on 619 199
407 or call in to our office
Tuesdays 10am-2pm
Wednesdays 1.30-5.30pm
Thursdays 10am-2pm (by appointment
only on Thursdays)

PUZZLE ANSWERS
Boggle Answers:
9 Letter Word Is Hydraulic
CHARILY
HARDLY
CHARD
CHARY
CHURL
DRILY
HURLY
LARCH
ACHY
ARCH
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ARIL

CAR

CARD

CHA

CARL

CRY

CHAR

DRY

HARD

HAD

HARL

LAC

HURL

LAD

HYLA

RAD

LARD

RAH

LIRA
ARC
CAD
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Maria Vianney, the
Parish Priest of Ars
Another bad habit
which
is
very
common in homes is
impatience, grumbling
and swearing, but,
you will tell me, that is
all very well for those
who have nothing to
put up with.... If they
were in my shoes they
would probably be
much worse!

Roman Catholic Church:
We are in St Joseph’s Church (El Saladillo),
near Camposol and Mazarrón Country Club
urbanizations (exit 17, RM3 motorway).
Schedule of Mass in English:
Saturday: Mass at St Joseph’s, El Saladillo,
near Mazarrón Country Club @ 4.30pm (in
English)
Sunday: Mass at St Joseph’s, Puerto
de Mazarrón (Calle Mayor, 0, Puerto de
Mazarrón) @ 4.30pm
Schedule of Confessions:
One hour
before Masses. (Also on request.) Call 676
219 445 or email ocarpena@slsonline.
org
Sermons of the Cure of Ars - Saint John

I would agree with all that, my children, if
we were not Christians, if we had nothing
to hope for beyond what benefits and
pleasures we might taste in this world. I

costacalidachronicle@gmail.com

would agree if -- I repeat -- we were the
first people who ever suffered anything, but
since the time of Adam until the present,
all the saints have had something to suffer
and most of them far more than have
we. They suffered with patience, always
subject to the will of God and soon their
troubles were finished and their happiness,
which had begun, never came to an end.
Let us contemplate, my dear brethren, this
beautiful Heaven. Let us think about the
happiness which God has prepared for us
there and we shall endure all the evils of
life in a spirit of penitence, with the hope
of an eternal reward. If only you could
have the happiness of being able to say in
the evening that your whole day had been
spent for God!
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Advertisers Directory

Page numbers are in black
Accountants:
Corral Associates (16) 968 078 754
Legal View (54)
968 332 058
Xerxes Tax & Law Firm (19)
968 006 087
Airport Parking:
Airpark Murcia & Alicnte (13)
618 806 989
Architects:
Martinez de la Casa (35)
665 810 411
Bars, Cafés & Restaurants:
Amapola (45)
968 156
Bar Hakuna Matata (71)
711 001
Bar Raya/Rock Café (11)
644 482
Cafeteria Plaza (29)
968 705
Golf Delux (9)
968 584
La Granja Restaurant (62)
610 816
La Herradura Restaurante (67)
656 264
Restaurante Gran Mundo (27)
968 595
The Old Market Tavern (62)
968 154
Viggos (62)
968 154

503
843
325
406
221
875
514
388
330
544

Blinds - Repairs/Made to Measure
Brian Jones (75)
646 705 021
Curtain Call (39)
616 240 171
Builders/Building Services:
Brian Jones (75)
646 705
C & G Fabrications (55)
966 764
Camposol Aluminium (21)
635 997
Handyman Builder (10)
602 643
Kevin’s Flyscreens (69)
650 662
The Red Square Group (72)
634 959
Woodworks Direct (35)
684 410

021
730
964
436
579
183
324

Cars Sales/Mechanics/Services/
Spares:
Automociones Ureña (45)
968 153 838
Car Registrations Spain (3)
711 001 721
Car Solutions Mar Menor (3)
868 990 576
El Valle Autodesguace (37)
968 630 600
Ken Sherwood Mechanic (75)
679 646 859
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Kwik Fix (16)
634 317 310
Specialist Vehicles SL (79)
968 146 158
Chimney Sweep:
Sooty & Son (10)

660 478 881

Cleaning:
Fresh Upholstery Cleaning (8)
684 167 543
Oven Cleaning Specialist (34)
635 750 752
Rosy’s Multiservices (18)
640 373 253
Sooty & Son Chimney Sweep (10)
660 478 881
Computer Repairs/Sales/Servicing:
Alex Woods (20)
696 667 182
Doctors:
Caser Residencial (21) 968 842 262
Electricians & Electricals
Multiservicios (47)
618 783 709
Rosy’s Multiservices (18)
640 373 253
TJ Electricals (45)
868 181 121
Entertainment/Leisure:
Astronomy Tours (77) 623 140 902
Harlequin Rock Choir (66)
654 411 974
Helping Hands Charity (65)
634 456 701
Spangles (63)
info@spangleschorus.com
Finance:
Blacktower Financial
(13)
Office
Keith
Currencies Direct (71)

Management
968 187 331
657 684 094
968 976 383

Funeral Plans:
ASSSA (55)
Los Alcazares
968 574 459
Pto de Mazarrón
968 153 396
English Funeral Director (67/69)
650 631 719
Ibex Insurance (14) 968 595 945
Furniture/Home Furnishings:
Curtain Call (39)
616 240 171
Furniture Plus (49)
968 153 907
MXC (15)
676 015 826
Gardening:
Anchor Landscapes (73)
622
Esthermania (70)
605
Jardineria El Milagro (20)
610
Watermaid (47)
646

648 038
778 351
949 595
705 088

Hairdressers & Barbers:
Colin’s Barbers @ The Beauty Palace
(57)
968 971 828
Puerto Pelo (50)
02 453 166
The Beauty Palace (57)968 971 828
The Loft Hair & Beauty Salon (53)
617 646 147
The Salon & Salon 2 (51)
691 916 717
Top2Toe Hair & Beauty Salon (52)
711 025 016
Health & Beauty:
Cambridge 1:1 Diet (52)
673 162 695
Caser Residencial (21) 968 842 262
Healthy H20 (55)
666 302 987
Ozeanesafe Drinking Water (35)
691 024 400
Puerto Pelo (50)
602 453 166
The Beauty Palace (57)968 971 828
The Loft Hair & Beauty Salon (53)
617 646 147
The Salon & Salon 2 (51)
691 916 717
Top2Toe Unisex Hair & Beauty Salon
(52)
711 025 016
Heating & Aircon:
Camposol Heating & Maintenance
(81)
968 199 184
Multiservicios (47)
618 783 709
TJ Electricals (45)
868 181 121
Workking (27)
658 302 689
Hotels:
Hotel Playasol (45)

968 156 503

Insurance:
ASSSA (55)
Los Alcazares
968 574
Pto de Mazarrón
968 153
Ibex (14)
968 595
Liberty Seguros (25) 913 422
Nash Warren (7)
968 156
Natalia Filbee Insurance (23)
669 075

459
396
945
549
583
157

Internet Services/Internet Cafés:
Compusurf (57)
968 970 666
IPhone Repairs (19) 663 675 502
Telecable (17)
Camposol
968 171 144
Los Alcazares
868 170 700
Kitchens/Bathrooms:
Workking (27)
658 302 689
Legal Services:
Car Solutions Mar Menor SL (3)
868 990 576
Corral Associates (16) 968 078 754
Costa Cálida Property Serv (39)
968 199 251
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Ferrandez (21)
Cartagena
968 521 008
Hacienda del Alamo 968 157 326
Gestoria Carvajal (14/79)
968 154 045
Legal View (54)
968 332 058
Natalia Filbee (23)
669 075 157
Professional & Legal Solutions (7)
Pto de Mazarrón
968 595 826
La Manga
968 175 552
Spanish Number Plates (70)
966 753 375
Xerxes Tax & Law Firm (19)
968 006 087
Outdoor Living:
Camposol Aluminium (21)
635
Curtain Call (39)
616
Furniture Plus (49)
968
Grupo Moranan (15) 680
MXC (15)
676
Woodworks Direct (35)
684

997
240
482
524
015

964
171
456
406
826

410 324

Painting and Decorating:
A1 Painting & Deorating (69)
611 299 681
Pinturas Acosta (39) 626 960 354
Rosy’s Multiservices (18)
640 373 253
Plumbers:
Brian Jones (75)
646 705 021
Camposol Heating & Maintenance
(81)
968 199 184
Multiservicios (47)
618 783 709
Printing & Design:
Entorno Grafico (31)

968 653 424

Property Rentals/Management/
Maintenance:
Another World Properties (83)
968 592 679
Spaindinavia Rentals (11)
643 414 664
The Property Group (72)
868 081 687
The Red Square Group (72)
634 959 183
Property Sales/Purchases:
Another World Properties (83)
968 592
Blue Med Invest (84) 968 595
Camposol Property Sales (2)
631 484
Filbees Real Estate (23)
868 058
Prime Property Murcia (74)
868 580
Spaindinavia Real Estate (11)
643 414
The Property Group (72)
868 081

Repairs:
Repair-It (18)

646 705 403

Residential Care Centre:
Caser Residencial (21) 968 842 262
Retail Outlets:
Furniture Plus (49)
TJ Electricals (45)

968 482 456
868 181 121

Security:
C & G Fabrications (55)966 764 730
Camposol Aluminium (21)
635 997 964
Erik’s Metal Works (23)
636 050 008
Grupo Moranan (15) 680 524 406
Solar Power:
Global Solar Power (47)
679 695 032
Solar Directa (54)
659 315 130
Workking (27)
658 302 689
Spas & Hot Tubs:
Eurospas (5)

Compusurf (57)
Iphone Repairs (19)
Telecable (17)
Camposol
Los Alcazares

968 970 666
663 675 502
968 171 144
868 170 700

Translation/Hospital Appointments
Alex Woods (20)
696 667 182
Costa Cálida Property Services (39)
968 199 251
TV & Satellite:
Compusurf (57)
968
IPhone Repairs (19) 663
Rainbow Satellites (82)
686
Telecable (17)
Camposol
968
Los Alcazares
868
Web TV (55)
647

970 666
675 502
358 475
171 144
170 700
424 430

Veterinary Clinics:
Clinica Veterinaria Sur Este, Pilar de
la Horadada (59)
965 352 438

650 722 905

Sport & Leisure:
A N Drew Book (13)
634 386
Astronomy Tours (77) 623 140
Golf Delux (9)
968 584
Sunflight Aviation (27)
0044 777 5742

179
902
221
582

Swimming Pool Cleaning
/Construction/Maintenance
/Repairs:
Köhn Pool Service (77) 626 684 979
MXC (15)
676 015 826
Rosy’s Multiservices (18)
640 373 253
The Red Square Group (72)
634 959 183
Watermaid (47)
646 705 088
Telephone/Mobile/Providers/
Repairs

679
684
511
750
320
664
687

Removals & Storage:
Lord’s Removals (81) 608 061 872
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We expect on reading this when the
evenings will be chilly and the fires alight.
The gardens will be quite active with the
intense heat of summer gone and probably
some water from a few sessions of rain.
Gardening is quite different in Spain. In
the hot dry summers plants tend to just
stay dormant trying to survive
and the growing takes place in the
cooler wetter autumn to spring.
At the Rainbow house all is
well, as are the dogs and various
animals. Regular readers will
be aware we are involved with
Friends of Mazarrón Animals,
a legal registered charity, which
does some really good work for
any local animal in need. Like all
charities we are always short of
funds and volunteers. Look at the
Facebook page and maybe donate
a little or offer some time. Every
bit helps, assisting at events,
transporting animals, fostering or
you may even see the love of your
life to adopt.
TV NEWS
Nothing startling to report this month on
the TV front. Many of you, if not most,
probably watch UK TV by internet. The
demand on the internet is high for live TV
and the main secret to successful viewing
is decent internet supply (and a good TV
system supplier like Rainbow!).
Many people are on fibre optic internet
now and it is moving out of the towns and
into the countryside. Fibre optic is so much
better than copper wire or ‘over the air’, but
like most things, it does have problems at
times. Internet routing is an extraordinarily
complex matter and the internet suppliers
buy in cheaper routes. That means your
request to watch BBC 1, say, goes half way
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around the world, through a dozen cities
and six satellites before it gets us. Then
we have to send you BBC 1 back down
some arduous routes, all with the potential
of having some issues. Generally it works
well, but as we all know, sometimes it does
not, even on that 1000mbs fibre.

The clue to us having an issue is often when
clients on different internet suppliers call
in with the same problem. Then our tech
guys start looking and if possible we will
post an on-screen message. Remember
that if there is a general problem, probably
100’s are trying to contact us! Message,
email, WhatsApp can be the
quickest communication ways to
get an answer. Chatting about the
problem quickly gets us 10 calls in
the queue!
Luckily things are getting far more
reliable in the IPTV world than they
were in the early days of internet
TV. Both the TV supplier and the
internet supplier’s technology have
progressed, though technology is
not perfect. How many times have
you been to the cash machine and
it’s not working? It’s technology
having a ‘moment’ and often it is
the extremely complex internet
systems.

In our experience most internet companies
work to about the same success levels.
How often has TV worked superbly well
for weeks and then you start to get some
issues. Often it is the internet company
changing to some routing suppliers they
have been offered at reduced rates. We
know the performance of every internet
supplier in the Murcia region as we have
clients on them all. When we get calls
for ‘bad TV’, our first question is “Who
is internet supplier?” Second, third and
fourth calls come in and generally all are
with the same internet company.
We fully accept the reason why clients call
us when the TV goes wrong:
TV has gone off. Call the TV supplier.
However, well over 85% of issues turn out
to be internet related.

A quick note on satellite systems - the
signals are mostly back to the winter levels
and channels lost in summer should be
back. Viewing should be good. If it is not,
call us for system check. Just 35€ gives
it the once-over and maximises satellite
signals.
That’s it for November. More news in
December when Christmas will be rapidly
approaching and whiz by.
Article sponsored by Rainbow Satellites
the company for all your television needs
in the region of Murcia.
Contact us by email at rainbowsats@
gmail.com
Phone or WhatsApp 0034 686 358 475
Find us (and like us) on Facebook
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